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• INSTRUCTION 

• GLIDERS 

• ACCESSORIES 

42 STANWELL AVE. 
STANWELL PARK, 2509 
PHONE (042) 942545. 

GLIDERS -NEW&USED FOR A KEEN PRICE, OR TO ARRANGE A TEST FLY 
ON YOUR NEXT GLIDER, GIVE US A CALL. 

HARNESSES A CHOICE OF A BACKPACK COCOON OR AERODYNAMIC POD. 

PARACHUTES 

CHUTES REPACKED 

NOW AVAILABLE: RICH PFEIFFER'S NEW BOOK-
• Hang Gliding According to Pfeiffer: 

Skills For the Advancing Pilot· 

IN STR U M ENTS SELECT FRO'-1 THE RANGE OF: 
Variometer: AFRO, 
2 vario response 
times BALL 
(0.7 and 2 sec.) , 
automatic zero point 
adjuS1ment, THOMMEN AND 
temperature S1abilized 

Altimeter: HUMM I NGB I RD AVA I LABLE 
high quality elec
tronic instrument 
reading range: 
20000 feetl8000m 

- total energy. PAFRO 
altimeter digital/audio 

PLUS HELMETS - CARRY BAGS - HANG LOOPS - SPARES ETC •... 

ALL YOUR HANG GLIDING NEEDS. 
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Have you ever wondered what hang gliding will 
be like in twenty years' time? Because hang 
gliding is the sort of activity that people take on 
as a lifetime occupation, there is a very good 
chance that quite a few of us will still be flying 
in the year 2005 (won't our arms be tired by 
then!). So it puzzles me a bit to see so many 
pilots quite happy to get up their half-hour 
fli ghts once a week, and leave the business of 
thinking about such vital issues as flying stand
ards, the safety of gliders, and safety in general, 
to "the H.G.F.A." (whoever that is). There are, 
however, four projects currently in progress, that 
show that not everybody is content to sit back 
and watch the world go by. 

The first of these is the development of a radic
ally new pilot rating system, currently being 
worked out by the H.G.F.A. Commitee. This pr<:r 
ject has been undertaken in response to a wide
spread loss of faith amongst experienced pilots, 
safety officers and instructors, in the relevance 
of our present rating system to current trends in 
hang gliding. The gradual decline in respect for 
the present system has led to an appalling 
decline in standards - especially in the Sydney/ 
Stanwell Park area. 

The major problem with the present system is 
that it requires a basically linear progression 
through the sport, with no room for variations in 
style to suit particular areas and sites. This 
basic inflexibility often forces safety officers to 
by-pass the system, and set their own standards. 
The resultant loss of uniformity has made it vir
tually impossible for local safety officers to 
gauge the airmanship of visiting pilots prior to 
seeing them fly. 

The new system is being developed with the foll
owing aims in mind:-

* 
* 

* 

* 

to restore confidence in the rating system; 

to destroy the "threshold mentality" 
towards the gaining of ratings; 

to be flexible enough to accommodate a 
wide range of Sites, conditions and flying 
styles, while maintaining a uniform, mini
mum standard of airmanship; 

to suggest a graded "syllabus" to the new 
pilot, and hence encourage a logical pro
gramme of skill development in conjunction 
with a progressive growth in experience 
and theoretical knowledge; 

* to allow rapid, hassle-free conversion from 
the present system to the new. 



With these priorities in mind, the committee has 
started work on the new system, and we have 
just relayed our first progress report to the State 
commitees for comment. As the new system 
will be subject to the ratification by the State 
committees, and is still at an early stage of dev
elopment, I cannot say any more about it at the 
moment; except to point out that the new 
system will place much greater emphasis on 
LOGGED experience, so it would be a good idea 
to start filling out your log books now. 

Also in the realm of safety, the "Stress Levels 
in a Hang Glider Airframe" project, being carried 
out by Richard McWhinney seems to be progress
ing well, although more funds are still required. 
There can be little doubt that, given a greater 
understanding of the distribution and magnitude 
of the structural demands on an airframe, we 
will be able to build stronger, longer lasting 
gliders. But apart from this primary effect, 
the identification of actual stress levels on indiv
idual components will allow manufacturers to 
identify the "over engineered" parts, therefore 
opening the way to the development of lighter, 
cheaper wings. 

On a different note, but still of major import
ance, John Coby's work in promoting Freestyle 
hang gliding is worthy of mention. It can be 
argued that Australia's early dominance of world 
hang gliding was largely the result of three fact
ors: The creative dreaming of Bill Moyes, which 
gave us a head start; The sailmaking wizardry 
of Kevin Mitchell which, coupled with the inno
vative skills of Moyes and Cohen, made Austral
ian Gliders the best in the world; And the mast
ery exhibited by early pilots such as Peter 
Brown, Tim Travers, Steve Powter, Steve Cohen 
and Ken Grieves, over the gentle art of hill soar
ing. As the emphasis of world hang gliding 
switched to the more easily quantifiable area of 
cross country record setting, Australian influence 
waned, and much of the art and lore of hill soar
ing was lost. 

The Freestyle discipline is a recognition of the 
grace and beauty of hill soaring and, perhaps 
more important, the unique qualities of our art. 
If you want to fly cross-country, you cari do it 
in a 747, a helicopter, a sailplane, a Cessna, 
•••••• or even a hang glider. But you can't throw 
a stall turn close to a hill in a balloon or a 
Cessna, nor can you top land at Stanwell in a 
Jumbo Jet. Freestyle flying is uniquely within 
the realm of hang gliding, and the skills of Free
style are what makes hang gliding Mankind's 
closest approach to the essential character of 
flight, and its total purity of motion. The Stan
well Park Freestyle Competition, to be held early 
next year should therefore be welcomed enthus
iastically as a major step forward in the further 
ing of our art. 

Somewhere in this issue, you will find an item 
entitled "The SKYSAILOR 'Summer Soaring' Site 
Guide". Now before you start heaping praise on 
your humble Editor for yet another, world beat
ing scoop, I feel obliged to point out that the 
idea behind the column has come from a ~ueens
lander by the name of Danny van der Walle, who 
has taken it upon himself to collect as much 
information on as many sites as possible. The 
benefits of such a guide scarcely need comment 
and I urge you to send in your contributions and 
make your site a part of this worthy project. 

There are about fifteen-hundred pilots in 
Australia, and yet these projects are largely the 
work of about five or six individuals. Obviously 
it would be unrealistic to expect such Trojan 
efforts from each and every member, but with 
just a little more effort from even ten percent 
of our number, we could guarantee the continued 
growth and development of our wonderful game 
for years to come. 

Is that really too much to ask? 

Shelley's Beach, Albany W.A. 
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CALENDAR 
1ST. ANNUAL BYRON BAY CUP 

Date: 

Venue: 

Entry 
Conditions: 

Prize Money: 

Tasks: 

Entry Fees: 

Cat Minding: 

General Info: 

Entries & 
Information: 

16th. - 17th. November, 1985. Dates: 

Byron Bay. 

Open to PR4 and PR5 pilots. · 
P.R.3 pilots may enter but must 
produce a log book showing at Venue: 
least 10 days inland flying or a 
letter from their local safety off- Entry: 
icer as proof of experience. 

Parachute and altimeter manda
tory. 

Depends on number of entries. 

X-C, triangle or goal and return. 

$20 payable to Byron Bay Hang 
Gliding Club. 

Ask Adam Hunt for clues. 

LATE ENTRIES WILL BE SHOT 
(but don't let this deter you 
you from entering on the compet
ition day. 

GIRLFRIENDS AND WIVES WEL
COME (meet head needs to occ
upy his spare time during rounds). 

Byron Bay Cup, 
P.O. Box 126, 
Byron Bay. N.S.W. 2481 

Dates: 

Venue: 

Entry: 

H.G.A. W.A. COMPETITION Entry Fees: 

Venue: Mt. Bakewell, W.A. 

THE NATIONALS 

a ,i,Y' 
Qualifier - 'W1 - " th. lan. '86. '-r 

Rest/Emergency Day - 10th. 1 an. 
Main Competition - II-18th. lan. \C1),} 
Pack-up/Emergency Day - 19th. /7) , 

lan. 

Mt. Buffalo, Victoria. 

Qualifier - Entry limited to 50 " 
pilots, 15 places will be reserved L.. 
for overseas pilots. ~ 

Main Competition - 40 members 
of state teams. 10 pi\ots from the 
qualifier. 

FLATLANDS 

Practice Days - Sat. 21 st. Dec. 
to 26th. Dec.,'85. 

Competition Days Fri. 27th. 
Dec. to Sun. 5th. 1 an. '86. 

"Silver Row" via Tichborne. (New
ell Highway between Parkes and 
Forbes, N.S. W.) 

Current H.G.F.A. membership 
(1986). Recently re-packed par-
achute, altimeter, D.O.A. concess
ion map, CB. radio for launch 
and contest (Ch.l0/14 12.125 Mhz 
plus launch channels) all manda
tory. The organisers reserve the 
right to limit the number of 
entrants. 

Open and Novice Class - $85.00. 

Dates: Weekends of 30 Nov. - 1 Dec. 
7th. & 8th. Dec., 
14th. & 15th. Dec. 

LAWRENCE HARGRAVE INTERNATIONAL 

Format: 

Entry 
Fee: 

Further 
Details: 

SKYSAILOR 

Open window, 
including open 
goal. 

$5.00 

cross country tasks 
distance and race to 

10hn Murby, (09) 383 3542 
Dave Drabble (09) 384 7239 
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Dates: 

Venue: 

Entry Fee: 

Further 
Information: 

27th. 1 an. - 2nd. Feb. '86. 

Stanwell Park, N.S.W. 

$80.00. 

Kieran Tapsell, 
19 Stanwell Avenue, 
Stanwell Park. N.S.W. 2509 



ST ANWELL PARK FREESTYLE 

Dates: Immediately following the Har-
graves International. 

Venue: Stanwell Park, N.S. W. 

Entry Fee: $30.00. 

Further John Coby, 
Details: 3A Raymond Rd., 

Thirroul. N.S. W. 2515 

BUANGOR OPEN 

Venue: Buangor area, Victoria. 

Dates: 2nd. Nov. to 5th. Nov. 
16th. Nov. to 17th. Nov. 

Entry P.R.3 or above. Meet at the 
ondit'ns: Buangor Pub, 9.00 a.m. Saturday, 2nd. 

Entry 
Fee: 

Prizes: 

Further 
Details: 

November. 

$20.00 

Will be awarded daily. 

Rob Van der Klooster. 
(052) 22 3019. 

Venues: 

Further 
Details: 

COASTAL CHALLENGE 

Victorian west coast and Peninsular 
sites. 

Rob Van der Klooster, (052) 22 3019 
Wesley Hill, (03) 277 7942 
See Vic. News section in this issue. 

1985 N.S.W. STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS 

Dates: 

Venue: 

Entry 
Conditions: 

Enquiries: 

23rd. November to 1 st. Dec. '85. 

Cooplacurripa 

Entries must be received by 
15th. October, 1985. Late 
entries not accepted except in un
usual circumstances and depend
ing on availability of places. 
Limit 60. 

Bob Barnes (065) 54 0416 
Craig Worth (065) 59 2713 

MT. BUFFALO CROSS COUNTRY CLASSIC 

Venue: 

Dates: 

Enquiries 
Entries: 

Mt. Buffalo. 

20th. Dec, '85 to 5th. Jan. '86. 

Rob Van der Klooster, 
(052) 22 3019 

TOWING GEAR AND CLASSES 

D.C. Tow Load 

Tow tension meters. 
"De lux" - with warning buzzer $150 + $5 P & P. 
"Economy" - no buzzer $130 + $5 P & P. 

Tow Bridles 

with low stretch roope $27. 50 + $2.50 P. & P. 
plus leader rope, tow rope, weak link twine, etc. 
P.O.A. 

Towing Classes 

Learn to tow with experienced instructor. 

Session 1 - for P.R.2 & 3 pilots. 
Session 2 - for P.R.4 & 5 pilots and pilots who 

have completed Session I. 

For bookings and gear phone Denis Cummings 
(065) 72 4747, or write to:-

"Phoenix Park," 
Dights Crossing, 

Singleton. N.S. W. 2330 
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THE SKYSAILOR Cf SUMMER SOARING" SITE GUIDE 

Ever since have been involved in hang gliding, 
the need for a comprehensive guide to Australian 
sites for the travelling pilot, has been loudly pro
claimed at regular intervals to all who would 
listen. Last year N.S. W.H.G.A. actually managed 
to start getting something together, and a limit
ed guide already graces the handbooks of N.S. W. 
members. The idea was to get something pub
lished in the hope that this would encourage 
more entries, and that this would eventually 
approach something like a completed guide. 

Unfortunately, this didn't happen. 

Now it seems that an enterprising sort of chap 
from somewhere in the "Deep North" has taken 
on this challenging task purely off his own bat. 
Well done Danny, I wish you every success in 
your new venture. 

In order to help ensure the success of Danny's 
campaign, SKYSAILOR will publish any entries 
we receive over the Summer months. By Winter, 
hopefully we may hav.e enough sites for someone 
to collate them into something meaningful. If 
not - we will still have learned something about 
the sites we do manage to publish. 

Please help by sending your contribution as soon 
as possible to SKYSAILOR. 

The following entries have been contributed by: 
Danny van der Walle, Hayden Redfern and Phillip 
Pritchard. 

SOUTHERN QUEENSLAND 

Site: Minden 

Conditions: SE to training slope. 

Rating: P.R.2 (P.R.l take-off lower on hill). 

General: Special care is required in determin
ing the true wind direction, as the 
rater can make it appear "ON" when 
it is coming over the back. For 
more information contact Henk van 
Raalte: (07) 200 6194. 

YEPPOON AREA - General contact: J ester Air
craft (079) 39 3645 

Site: Rita Marta 

Conditions: Ridge soaring SE-NE winds. 

Rating: P.R.2 (beginners under supervision). 

Rules: Keep site clear of litter. 

General: A nice, easy site to fly, with a 
rounded take-off at 250 ft., dropp
ing away over a cliff, and a large 
beach landing. Top-landings can be 
made at the northern end. 

Site: Bluff 

Conditions: Ridge-soaring. SE-E winds. 

Rating: P.R.4 

Site: Rainbow Beach. Rules: No top-landings allowed. 

Condition: 

Rating: 

Rules: 

General: 

Coastal ridge-soaring. E-NE winds. General: 

P.R.2, (P.R.3 when wind is cross). 

This site is in a National Park - no 
dogs or CATS allowed, climbing of 
sand cliffs prohibited. Site: 

A challenging site with a 100ft. 
cliff launch. Power lines located be
low and behind launch. 

Clay tons 

An ideal site for building up hours, 
practising aerobatics and doing your 
first top-landings. 400 ft. high sand 
ridge, with flights of 8-10 kms. 
along ridge possible. 

Conditions: Inland thermalling. 

Rating: P.R.2 

Rules: This site is on private property. 

It is advisable to be very fit, or 
bring an obliging friend, as the 500 
metre carry in along an uneven sand- General: 
track can be strenuous work. 

Close all gates immediately. 

400 ft. hill close to Yeppoon with 
definite X-C potential (longest flight 
60 kms.) Landing in front of take
off but beware of power lines. 
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Site: Brown's Lookout 

Conditions: Inland thermalling/ridge. N.E. winds. 

Rating: P.R.2 

General: 600 ft. takeoff with a small ramp 
to assist in clearing the barbed- wire 
fence, which can be laid flat for 
safety. 

Limited X-C potential due to proxim
ity to coast, however some "over
tI:te-back" lIights and some flights to 
Yeppoon. The landing in front is on 
private property and respect to the 
owners is required. 

Site: Mt. Helen 

Conditions: Inland thermalling. E.N.E. winds. 

Rating: 

Rules: 

General: 

Site: 

P.R.3 

Permission must be obtained from 
land owner before flying. Best to 
fly with a local pilot. 

Situated south of Rockhampton, this 
1,700 ft. A.G.L. site has good cross
country potential. Contact Jester 
Aircraft for directions. 

CAIRNS AREA 

White Cliffs. 

Conditions: Ridge soaring, Coastal. S.E. winds 
12-25 m.p.h. 

Rating Hang 2. 

Rules: No contact necessary. Don't fly 
if wind streaks are inside Double 
Island. Don't fly right directly after 
takeoff. 

Location: Situated 35 kms. north of Cairns at 
Hartleys Creek. 

General: Flights of 20 kms. possible and 
accomplished. Take off height 140'. 
Cairns Airport 35 kms. 

Site: Pyramid. 

Conditions: Thermalling. 
Northerly winds 10-15 m.p.h. 

Rating: Hang 3. 

General: No contact required. 
Height gains of 3,000'. 
Take off 200' carry glider to top. 
On road into Cairns at Gillies turn
off. 

Gliders being airlifted to 

the top of The Pyramid. 

Site: Gillies. 

Conditions: Thermalling site. S.E. winds 5-1 5 
m.p.h. 

Rating: 

Contact: 

General: 

Hang 4, Hang 3 if safety officer 
present. 

Contact Nev. Akers on 
(079) 51 2438 for directions. 

Nearest landing 5 kms. 
Take off ramp 2,300'. 
Flights of 75 kms. already flown. 
Parachute advisable. 
Other rules on contact. 
Situated 50 kms. from Cairns on 
edge of Controlled Airspace. 

" , " 
FREESTYLE 83 

···· THE MOViE ···· 
The video-tape of the first 

Stanwell Pa rk Free Style Hang 
Gliding com pet ition 

featu rin g 
Danny Scott 
Bruce Daniel 
Phil Mathewson 
Stew Kenwor thy 

Allan Daniel 
Steve Powter 
Rod Stevens 
Steve Hague 

r. t. 2hrs40 min vhs 
price $70 beta 
cheque---7 j & e coby 
3a raymond rd. thi rroul 2515 
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Personalised Service 
Direct to YOU by: 

RICK, RUSSELL 

& 
SHANE DUNCAN 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Due to an increase in our trade-in service, we have 
an excess of used gliders and trikes which we must 
sell before the start of the summer season. 

• METEOR 170 • • 

• MEGA II •• 

• . METEOR 190 

• GTS 170 VG • 

• GYRO 170. . 
• GTR 162 VG . 
• Factory demo 

. . . . 
. . . 
single 

. . 
. . . 
seat 

TRIKE with GTR 175 wing 

. 

. 

. 

• $575 

. $700 

.Excellent •• $725 

.Speed bar •• $1300 

. . . $900 

$1600 

277cc ROTAX . . . . . . . $4000 

• 440cc EXPLORER II two place trike with 
210 wing. Recently overhauled engine. . $5500 

For information about AIRBORNE products including 
the Ro"bax powered 85 "OSPREY" trikes, contact; 

BRISBANE: 
Fred Brooks 
07-3495853 

MID NORTH COAST: 
Shane Moore 
065- 594351 

MELBOURNE: 
Mike Coburn 
03-6452279 

NEWCASTLE: 
AIRBORNE 
049-439599 

• New and Used Hang Gliders • Trikes • Lessons • Full range o( spares • Pitch ies • Harnesses 
(All types) • Varios • A. S. I . • Altimeters • Parachutes (hand deployed and Bullet systems) • Helments 

• Hand (arings • Carrera Sunglasses • Posters • T-Shirts . 

• COMPLETE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SERVICE. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
... AIR BORNE WINDSPORTS Pty. Ltd. 

280 Charlestown Road, Charlestown. 2290 
Ph.: (049) 43-9599 



Site: Brown's Lookout 

Conditions: Inland thermalling/ridge. N.E. winds. 

Rating: P.R.2 

General: 600 ft. takeoff with a small ramp 
to assist in clearing the barbed- wire 
fence, which can be laid flat for 
safety. 

Limited X-C potential due to proxim
ity to coast, however some "over
tl?e-back" ilights and some flights to 
Yeppoon. The landing in front is on 
private property and respect to the 
owners is required. 

Site: Mt. Helen 

Conditions: Inland thermalling. E.N.E. winds. 

Rating: 

Rules: 

General: 

Site: 

P.R.3 

Permission must be obtained from 
land owner before flying. Best to 
fly with a local pilot. 

Situated south of Rockhampton, this 
1,700 ft. A.G.L. site has good cross
country potential. Contact Jester 
Aircraft for directions. 

CAIRNS AREA 

White Cliffs. 

Conditions: Ridge soaring, Coastal. S.E. winds 
12-25 m.p.h. 

Rating Hang 2. 

Rules: No contact necessary. Don't fly 
if wind streaks are inside Double 
Island. Don't fly right directly after 
takeoff. 

Location: Situated 35 kms. north of Cairns at 
Hartleys Creek. 

General: Flights of 20 kms. possible and 
accomplished. Take off height 140'. 
Cairns Airport 35 kms. 

Site: Pyramid. 

Conditions: Thermalling. 
Northerly winds 10-15 m.p.h. 

Rating: Hang 3. 

General: No contact required. 
Height gains of 3,000'. 
Take off 200' carry glider to top. 
On road into Cairns at Gillies turn
off. 

Gliders being 

the top of 

airli fted to 

The Pyramid . 

Site: Gillies. 

Conditions: Thermalling site. S.E. winds 5-15 

Rating: 

Contact: 

General: 

m.p.h. 

Hang 4, Hang 3 if safety officer 
present. 

Contact Nev. Akers on 
(079) 51 2438 for directions. 

Nearest landing 5 kms. 
Take off ramp 2,300'. 
Flights of 75 kms. already flown. 
Parachute advisable. 
Other rules on contact. 
Situated 50 kms. from Cairns on 
edge of Controlled Airspace. 

" , " FREESTYLE 83 
····THE MOViE ···· 

The video-tape of the first 

Stanwell Park Free Style Hang 
Gliding competition 

fe at uring 
Danny Scott 
Bru ce Dan iel 
Phil Mathewson 
Stew Kenwor thy 

Allan Daniel 
Steve Powter 
Rod Stevens 
Steve Hague 

r. t . 2hrs40min vhs 
price $70 beta 
c heque~j & e coby 
3d raymond rd . thirroul 2 515 
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Personalised Service 
Direct to YOU by: 

RICK, RUSSELL 

& 
SHANE DUNCAN 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Due to an increase in our trade-in service, we have 
an excess of used gliders and trikes which we must 
sell before the start of the summer season. 

• METEOR 170 •• • • $575 

• $700 • MEGA II •• 

• . METEOR 190 

• GTS 170 VG 

• GYRO 170. . . . . . 
• GTR 162 VG . . . . 
• Factory demo single 

. 
. 

• ••• Excellent •• $725 

.Speed bar •• $1300 

. . . . . . $900 

. . $1600 

seat 277cc ROTAX 
TRIKE with GTR 175 wing . . . . . . . . $4000 

• 440cc EXPLORER II two place trike with 
210 wing. Recently overhauled engine. . $5500 

For information about AIRBORNE products including 
the Ro-tax powered 85 "OSPREY" trikes, contact; 

BRISBANE: 
Fred Brooks 
07-3495853 

MID NORTH COAST: 
Shane Moore 
065-594351 

MELBOURNE: 
Mike Coburn 
03-6452279 

NEWCASTLE: 
AIRBORNE 
049-439599 

• New and Used Hang Gliders • Trikes • Lessons • Full range of spares • Pitchies • Harnesses 
(All types) • Varios • A.S.!. • Altimeters • Parachutes (hand deployed and Bullet systems) • Helments 

• Hand farings • Carrera Sunglasses • Posters • T-Shirts . 

• COMPLETE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SERVICE. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
..- AIR BORNE WINDSPORTS Pty. Ltd. 

280 Charlestown Road, Charlestown. 2290 
Ph.: (049) 43-9599 



Dear Chris, 

While I am somewhat flattered 
by your kind remarks about 
mine and others' attempts to 
put some fairness into the alloc
ation of airspace, I don't think 
that any of us, either now or 
in the past, have settled for 
scraps of airspace thrown to us 
by "legitimate" airspace users. 

Hang glider pilots are not the 
only ones who enjoy flying. 
There are large numbers of 
people involved in pure leisure 
or sporting aviation. They 
range from the weekend warr
iors in their Cessnas, to para
chutists, balloonists, vintage 
aeroplane restorers to sailplane 
pilots. Then of course, there 
are others who fly for a living. 

My experIence in NAPAC is 
that apart from a few eccent
rics, everyone respects each 
other's method of flying and 
right to fly. I certainly have 
not found that because we only 
have an average of about 1,500 
members, and that we don't 
have engines, or that we are a 
relatively new sport, that our 
views are dismissed lightly. In 
1982 we had a situation where 
there was opposition to us flying 
above 300 ft. ASL outside con
trolled airspace from nearly 
every quarter. The main object
ion was visibility and paranoia 
about mid air collisions. By 
meeting our "opposition", show
ing them profiles of gliders 
against other aircraft and by 
explaining the hang gliding rat
ing system and organisation, we 
have now got to the stage where 
there is universal support in the 
industry to allow us to fly to 
5,000 ft. ASL outside controlled 
airspace and subject to some 
limitations around airports. 

There were some extraordinary 
misunderstandings about what 
we were doing. I am quite sure 
that not one of those who orig
inally opposed us knew just how 
large a hang glider was. 

Some of them thought that they 
would have as much chance of 
seeing us as they would Super
man's cape. I remember in the 
early days discussing the possllr 
ility of mid air collisions with 
a very concerned officer of the 
Department of Aviation. He 
told me what terrible damage 
had been done to a 727 in Dar
win when it collided with an 
emu. I thought this was a 
rather strange analogy as it 
could hardly be classified as a 
mid air collision. It was also 
rather offensive. But eventually 
he came around to the view 
that hang glider pilots are mem
bers of the human race, with 
brains somewhat larger than 
emus. 

Our main problem at the mom
ent is not so much with other 
airspace users, but with the Dep
artment. It is now 12 months 
since NAPAC made its recom-
mendation to change the ANO 
to allow us to fly to 5,000 ft. 
- Yet it has still not been 
promulgated. What has happened 
in that 12 months is not even 
like a script from "Yes Minist
er". It is straight out of Gilbert 
and Sullivan. It will be discussed 
at the NAPAC meeting on the 

13th. September. 

The difficulty with airspace is 
not so much that there are "leg
itimate" airspace users and 
"others", as your editorial sugg
ests. But there are and thera 
always will be priorities. 
Large public transport aircraft 
are always going to have priorit
ies over any form of leisure 
aviation, and so they should. 
But they are largely catered for 
by controlled airspace. While 
it is true that apart from con
cessions granted through RAPAC 
for flying above 5,000 ft. else
where, we have made it quite 
clear to both the Department 
and the industry that this is 
only an interim measure pending 
the proposed reorganisation of 
airspace. Eventually we will 
get more, but there may be a 
price to pay, such as advance 
notification of the possibility of 
our presence. 

We still have a fair way to go. 
J ust ~ecently the President of 
the Aircraft Owners and Pilots 
Association asked quite serious
ly if we could fly quadrant ally, 
(i.e. in certain specified direct
ions at certain altitudes, which 
is what powered pilots have to 
do above 5,000 ft.). It does not 
seem to have dawned on him 
that we don't have engines. 

Chris Nelson launches from 

the appropriately named 

Roaring Beach, Tasmania. 
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I don't want to give the impres
sion that ignorance and mis
understanding is all on one side. 
Hang glider pilots also have an 
obligation to understand the 
problems and difficulties of 
other airspace users, particularly 
when engagin~ in cross country 
flying. After the ANO goes 
through it will be essential to 
have a big education program 
for pilots on all sorts of matt
ers. This is what the H.G.F.A. 
executive intends to do once 
the ANO goes through. I don't 
see why we should bother at 
the moment. The delay in 
promulgating the ANO can only 
be explained by either extra
ordinary bureaucratic bungling 
or straight out bad faith on the 
Departments' part. 

Yours faithfully, 

Kieran Tapsell 

Dear Chris, 

I write this letter as I sit alone 
in my study. Once again I have 
been shunned by my spouse be
cause of my alliance with the 
birds. Most agree that it takes 
a conscious effort to keep a 
marriage together these days. 
When you are a hang glider pil

ot it takes a helluva lot of 
effort at times. I am often ask
ed, after singing the praises of 
free flight, why the "masses" 
don't join our relatively small 
fraternity? Pressure from peer 
groups; "you're not one of those 
madmen who jump off cliffs are 
ya?", and pressure from family; 
"I don't know if I can handle it 
anymore, and the kids are not 
going with you!", no doubt add 
to the high attrition rate. I 
personally feel that one of the 
greatest appeals of hang gliding 
is that not everyone is cut out 
to fly. Why bother continuously 
trying to justify our sport to 
other people, as I am sure we 
all do at times. I say we 
should go for the utmost enjoy
ment we can get and smile 
smugly at our unfortunate 
friends down below. On an im
portant safety note Chris; is 
there any action being taken 
to standardise wind direction 
signals in Australia? The num
ber of signals varies a great 
deal from state to state, and 
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site to site. There has been a 
great deal of debate in the 
U.S.H.G.A. magazine of late, 
and they appear to be looking 
closely at the "standard" air
craft signal. That is; back to 
the wind, arms extended out in 
front parallel to the ground, 
palms facing up. "Beckon" for
ward by lifting the forearms/ 
hands from the elbow repeated
ly whilst maintaining eye con
tact with the pilot on approach 
for landing. The implementat
ion of a standard signalling pro
cedure throughout Australia 
would have a definite effect on 
the safety/success of many 
landings. 

Thanks for the opportunity to 
express a couple of thoughts. 

When in doubt, miss out, fly 
another day. 

Ken Tilley 

Editor's Note: 

As far as I am aware, there is 
no action being taken anywhere 
in Australia as regards wind dir
ection signals. This appears to 
be one of those things that -
while being obvious once 
pointed out, just don't get 
thought of generally. Anyway, 
thanks for the thoughts, maybe 
they may start some action on 
what would be a very valuable 
feature of the safety system. 

Dear Chris, 

As a new member of the sport, 
I am reluctant to take sides in 
any argument involving almost 
any aspect of flying. However, 
one aspect I do know about; 
how I started. I went to a 
"professional school". 

four years before took up 
hang gliding, I learned to ride 
a motor cycle, without going to 
a "professional school". Teaching 
myself to ride, even with the 
helpful advice of experienced 
friends was great fun, but look
ing back on it, I'm amazed that 
I was neither seriously injured 
nor arrested. When a friend 
recently expressed a desire to 
learn to ride we agreed that 
she should go to a "professional 
school" rather than accept my 
tutelage. The progress she 
made was amazing. In four 
hours she was riding better than 
I had after four months. Sure 
she didn't have as much fun 
but she doesn't have scars tha~ 
itch all the time, nor has she 
spent all night trying to stop 
suppurating gravel rash from 
sticking to the bedclothes. 

flying was something that I'd 
always wanted · to do, and due 
to my earlier experiences I 
went to a school - one of my 
few excellent decisions. My 
progress was quite slow but I've 
damaged neither a glider nor 
myself, and the two friends I 
talked into starting at the same 
time have raced away in skill, 
so that's me not the school. 

A couple of weeks ago I gained 
my P.R. 2 and flew from a 
proper hill. Again I went with 
the school and I noticed that 
my class mates and I were mak
ing better T lots and landings 
than the experienced flyers 
there at the time, despite the 
fact that one of us had only 
three flying days and one had 
five days. 

can't comment on other 
schools but I'm very grateful to 
Aerial Technics, run by Chris 
Boyce as they have led me slow
ly and safely into the air never 
tiring. of answering m; silly 
questIOns and putting themselves 
to extra trouble to make things 
easier for me. 

Jason Rogers. 



Dear Ed., 

I have just been reading through 
the September edition of 
SKYSAILOR, great cover guys, 
and have noted that the mag. 
has taken on some predictable 
traits. 

1. I expect to find some art
icle about the never end
ing problem of limited air
space. 

2. I expect to find someone 
in the Editorial having a 
moan about someone else, 
or someone replying to a 
moan. (This month was 
great, a moan and a reply 
together, didn't have to 
back track to find out 
what was going on). 

3. I expect to find some art
icle on how organised/ 
better/more efficient/ 
sweeter smelling overseas 
Hang Gliding Associations 
are compared to our own. 

Hope you are getting the mess
age, if it wasn't for the inform
ative re-productions I would be 
really depressed. 

Well, enough of my problems, 
I would like to make a suggest
ion, living away from the source 
of hang gliders we don't get to 
see or compare many of these 
various makes and models that 
are advertised so frequently. 
Unfortunately, a lot of bull shit 
does spread itself around so 
what I would like to see is a 
comparison between all similar 
new gliders. 

Why don't you or someone, 
organise a group of experienced 
"mature" (meaning some person 
who can judge gliders on their 
ability to perform, not by who 
made them), possibly four should 
do, to take these gliders away 
for a weekend and fly . them 
side by side in similar winds 
and compare them. 

I would like to see something 
more than impressions, if it 
were possible to include technic
al data like climb rates, maxi 
min. speeds, turning circles, etc. 
as experienced by the testers/ 
pilots themselves, not supplied 
by manufacturers. 

To be really fair all gliders 
should be weighted the same, 
i.e. the difference in weight be
tween the pilot and the heaviest 
pilot should be added to the 
lighter - meaning they all have 
to lift the same. 

Various models and sizes should 
be compared against each other, 
i.e. 

Gyro vs. Mars vs. Vision 
GTR vs. Foil vs. Magic N vs. 

anything else 
I realise this may take some 
organising, but STREWTH, would
n't it be interesting and Bullshit 
quelling. 
- Love the H.G.F.A. sticker. 

Yours faithfully, 
Roger Stevenson. 

Editor's Note: 

Thanks for your suggestion 
Roger, although you probably 
realise that this is not the first 
time it has been made. From 
the results of previous attempts 
to start something like this, it 
appears that the major obstacle 
seems to be a lack of pilots 
able or willing to make unbiased 
assessments of different gliders. 

You see, every manufacturer 
builds his gliders with a slightly 
different philosophy towards 
handling co-ordination and slight
ly different priorities in the 
handling vs. performance area. 

This means that, as most exper
ienced pilots tend to stay with 
a particular brand of gliders, 
most of us develop an uncon
scious bias which is bound to be 
reflected in any glider evaluat
ions. 

I don't want to sound too neg
ative about the idea. Certainly, 
if someone could come up with 
some really good glider evaluat
ions, they would make a useful 
and very welcome addition to 
the magazine. 

Dear Editor, 

I am compelled to comment on 
Rod White's letter in Sept. '85 
SKYSAILOR. 

Rod, if you want to get sucked 
into those sorts of beliefs, 
that's your affair. Just don't 
try and push your Religion onto 
other people. 

Paragraphs like, 
"Does the eagle soar at your 
command? Does the hawk take 
flight by your wisdom? It is 
God Who makes the clouds His 
chariot, and rides on the wings 
of the wind ••••• " truly is filling 
our Magazine with garbage. 

I'm sure there are plenty of Rel
igious Magazines that would be 
rapt to have the sort of stuff 
you write filling its pages. 

Mark Dennis 

~ ~. 
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Towline Tension Indlcntor 
By Brian Body, 

President N.B.H.G.C. 

As the current President of the 
Northern Beaches Club, I seem 
to be spending a lote of time 
lately encouraging members to 
contribute articles to Skysailor. 
To maintain some sort of credi
bility this places me in the un
comfortable position of having 
to produce something myself. 

. Having an engineering background 
and an urge to fiddle with 
almost anything, combined with 
the Club's need for an effic
ient, inexpensive and rugged tow
line tension indicator of some 
sort - lead me to take a look 
at what we are using early in 
1984. 

The most common type utilised 
a car brake master cylinder 
mounted on the towbar of our 
car, operating through a lever 
system, to compress the brake 
fluid in the cylinder and indi
cate, via a pressure gauge, the 
value of the pull on the line 
connected to the intrepid aviat
or. 

This system worked fairly well, 
but the levers, pins, dust seals 
and fluid hated the bulldust at 
Parkes or any other of our 
mostly arid tow sites. This was 
usually indicated by the whole 
show seizing up at the start of 
a long week-end's towing, miles 
from civilisation. 

The brake fluid is also fond of 
showing it's appetite for the 
car's paintwork, as well as any 
sundry bits of synthetic material 
like harnesses, parachutes and 
gear bags that it might come 
into contact with when not att
ached to the back of the car. 

The other type of indicator in 
common use seemed to be of 
the electronic variety. These 
units appeared to function fairly 
well other than needing constant 
recalibration, batteries running 
flat, being temperature sensitive 
and being unrepairable in the 
field. 
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The idea seemed to be to arrive 
at a design which shunned 
levers and pins, etc., had good 
performance under extremes of 
dust, mud, temperature and 
human neglect, was repairable 
in the field by most people and 
did not contain an unfri~ndly 
fluid. 

I decided that an inline pneumat
ic cylinder could be adapted to 
operate with water instead of 
air (to reduce compressibility 
effects, hence cylinder size and 
rod traveI). It could be attach
ed to the back of the car by a 
single open pin, and if the rod 
end of a double acting cylinder 
was the fluid chamber the tow 
line could be attached directly 
to the rod, avoiding the use of 
levers. Nice and simple! 

The Cylinder: 

A very good quality industrial · 
pneumatic, double-acting cylind
er was used. Seals were suit
able for extreme conditions of 
dust and heat. The body was 
of treated aluminium alloy with 
a hard chrome plated rod fitted 
with a normal clevis pin on the 
outer end. The rod had a boot 
fitted for extra dust protection. 
A good quality, but cheap, 
atmospheric breather was fitted 
to the open end of the cylinder 
to stop dust, etc. 

Mounting: 

As the cylinder was fitted with 
a clevis at both ends, a mild 
steel bush to fit this clevis was 
welded to a bolt that was a 

loose fit in the tow-bar hole on 
the car. This enables the 
cylinder to swing from side to 
side as well as up and down 
with the towline. The bolt was 
drilled, and a big safety pin 
made from a bronze welding rod 
fitted as a safety. 

A 3 m.m. bore p.v.c. pressure 
line (pneumatic) was fitted to 
the rod end port of the cylinder 
with suitable connectors and cut 

It's a good idea to buy a cylin
der with an area of one square 
inch, allowing for the reduction 
in area caused by the rod. This 
allows the use of a normal 
pressure gauge without recali
bration, the pounds per square 
inch reading will then indicate 
true "pounds tow". 

The cylinder I used has a 1.19 
inch (or 1 3/16") diameter 
piston with a 3/8" diameter rod. 
This gives one square inch area. 

As rod travel is very limited 
using water, a stroke of 4" (100 
m.m.) is plenty. 

TOWLINE TEIl'5\ON IN1)\cAiO% . 



off so that it easily reached the 
window of the largest car with 
the cylinder mounted at the rear 
of the car. With water in this 
tube, it is easy to see air 
bubbles in the line when bleed
ing the system. The driver's 
end of the t ube was fi tted to 
a normal, good quality, 0-300 
p.s.i. 3" diameter pressure gauge. 

Filling the System: 

To fill the cylinder, line and 
gauge with water is the next 
step. Air does not have to be 
totally eliminated from the sys
tem, but it is a good idea to re
duce it to a minimum to reduce 
rod travel on the cylinder. 

First unscrew the gauge from 
the pressure line and insert the 
open end of the line into a 
bucket of clean water. Pull 
the rod in and out of the cylind
er slowly, keeping the end of 
the line under the water always. 

After a while nearly all the air 
bubbles will be eliminated. 
Push the rod all the way into 
the cylinder slowly, remove the 
tube from the water and 
connect the gauge. You now 
have a completed towline ten
sion indicator. 

Maintenance: 

The two units we have been 
using for over a year now have 
given no trouble at all to speak 
of. The Club unit in particular 
has had a very full service life, 
being in use nearly every week
end in summer, under very 
severe environmental conditions 
in many cases. 

Maintenance has been limited to 
a good hose-down after each 
use and the water has been 

I ntermediate Instruction. 
RIDGE AND THERMAL SKILLS 

INDIVIDUAL AIR TO AIR TUITION 
I NTRODUCTION TO STANWELL PARK 
BACKGROUND THEORY PR3 & PR4. 

DEALE R FOR ENTERPRISE WINGS 
THE FOI L & GYRO IT . 

ALL ACCESSORIES AND SPARE S . 

CONTACT 
BRYAN HAYHOW . 

PH . (042) 942488 . 

HGFA . CERTIFIED INSTRUCTOR. 
EX. NEW ZEALAND CHAMPION . 

P.O. BOX 148 HELENSBURG 2508. 

changed twice for something to 
do! The plastic pressure line is 
checked before each session for 
abrasion from slamming car 
doors and appears unaffected by 
prolonged exposure to sunlight. 

We are about to mount the 
gauge on a C.B. aerial magnetic 
base to allow mounting on the 
tow car bonnet directly in the 
driver's line of sight to ease 
the driving chores. 

Summary: 

If you are looking for a totally 
reliable and simple tow gauge 
system, I can recommend this 
type. For further information 
drop me a line to:-

Brian Body, 
6 Loblay Crescent, 

Bilgola Plateau. N.S.W. 2107 
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General Meteorology 
Part V 

Lifted Index and Soaring Forecasts 

As the days grow warm~r and warmer, we 
find ouselv~s at the beginning of a grear new 
flying season . Considering the laresr glider 
d~sign innovations which have el'olved since 
last year, we may experience one of the mosr 
astonishing years of hang gliding ever. 

The new gliders are not the only thing 
evolving, however. Through much knowledge 
and experic:nce, we, as pilots, have also 
evolved . While learning is ~ continuous pro· 
cess, experience is a collection of adventure 
and undc:rstanding. Both are needed to ensure 
a safe and exciting future within rhe spon. 

While you gain more and more knowlcdg~ 
ofrhe atmosphere, your flying experience will 
add substance to your understanding of this 
new dement. 

Within this ~ection I will conclude th~ series 
with a discussion of the Lifted Index and soar· 
ing forecasts . Let's begin with a bri~f explana· 
tion of atmospheric stability . 

Armospheric stability refers to the potential 
for vertical displacement of air, either upward 
or downward. A stable atmosphcn: is con· 
duciv~ to sinking air while rising curr~nts are 
suppressed . Clear skies gene(ally result. An 
unstable atmosphere, however, is conducive to 
rising currelllS with compensating downward 

currents. The vertical motions are active and if 
sulTIcient amounts of moisture arc available, 
clouds form . 

If I were: to lili a parcel of air upward into 

the atmosphere, the tempaaturc of the air sur· 
rounding it would determine the stability of 
that parcel. As the parcel is Iilied, it cools ar a 
fix~d rate (as long as no condensation has oc· 
curred). But the air surrounding the parcd 
may now be cooler or warmer since the sur· 
rounding air is subject to the day-to-day 
changes in the wearher. 

If the displaced parcel is colder than the sur' 
rounding air, it will cease to ri se and begin to 
sink. This is an example of a stablt: atmos
phere. If the displaced parcel is warmer than 
the surrounding air, how~ver, it will be mor~ 
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by Rick Jesuroga 

buoyant and continue to rise . This would be 
an example of instability . 

We know that temperatures generally 
decrease with altitude in the tropospher~ . This 
decrease in remperature with al titude is called 
rhe Environmental Lapse Rate . It changes 
day ro day . Bur the fixed rare at which dry air 
changes temperat ure as it is lifted or low~red is 
5.4 or per 1,000 feet. This is calkd the" Dry 
Adiabatic LJPs~ Rate ." 

Saturated air cools a lillie more slowly as 
hear is being released in the condensation 
process. The rare at which saturat.:d air 
chang~s temperatur~ as it is lift~d or lowered is 
betw.:en 2 OF to 5 OF per 1,000 feet. This is called 
rhe "Moist Adiabaric Laps~ Rate." 

Ifwe check the difference in temperature be
tw~en 5,000 f~et and 10,000 feet, we can com· 
pute the Environmental Lapse Rate between 
th.:sc: two levels. By comparing it with the Dry 
and Moist Adiabatic Lapse Rates, w.: can 
determine the stability for dry or sarurated 
conditions, respectively. In order to predict 
the stability or instability of the atmospher~, 
the National Weather Service uses two 
measures of slUbility called rhe Lilied Index 
and K Index. 

The Lifted Index is a chan which illustrates 
the stability of the atmosphere . It is calculated 
by lifting a parcd of air near th~ surface 10 

abour 18,000 feel. Here's how ir works. 

W~ know that as air is lifted, it cools due to 
expansion. By using the dry or moist adiabatic 
lapse rate which we discussed ear1i~r, the 
Lifted Index ca1culat~s the expected tempera
ture an air parcel would have if lifted to 18,000 
feet. By subtracting the cxp~cted t~mperatur~ 
frOIll the actual exis ting temperatur.: ar 18,000 
fc~t, we arrive at a figure called the Lifted In
dex . The equation is ra ther simple . 
(TI8,000 feet - Tcalculatcd) = Lift~d Index 

To help clarify th is process , let ' s look at an 
example. 

First, let's suppose were ar an elevation of 
4,000 feet. The air is rdatively dry, and rhe 

remperat ure is 60 °F. By using the dry 
adiabatic laps.: rat.: of 5';' OF p~r 1,000 feet, we 
compute the parcel temp~rature at 18,000 feet 
to be -17 OF. We find out, howevc:r, that the 
actual existing t~mperature at 18,000 It:et is 
not whar we computed, but is - 25 OF instead. 
By subtracting our calculated remp~rature 

from the actual tempcratur~ ar 18,000 feet, we 
arrive at a valu~ of -8 °F. Table I shows the 
Lifted Index valuc of - 8 to be highly 
unstabk. 

TABLE 1 

Lifted Index Atlllospheric Stability 

20 ........... ... ....................... .......... V~ry Stable 
IS ............ .. ................... ... .... .. .. .. . Very Stable 
10 ........... ......... .. .. .... .. ...... .. ......... Very Stable 
5 ...... ......... .... ... .... .. ............ ... ... ..... .... Stable 
4 ................. ......... .... ...... . Marginally Stable 
3 .. ...... .... .. .. ................. .. .. Marginally Stable 
2 ..... ..... ........ .............. .. ... Marginally Stable 
I ... ..... .. .... ....... ............. ... Marginally Stable 
O ... ... ..... . .... ... ...... .................... ....... Neutral 
I ...... ... ......... ....... .... .... Marginally Unstable 
2 .. ............... .... ... ......... Marginally Unsrable 
3 ...... ..... .. .... .... ......... ... Marginally Unstable 
4 ... .. ...... .. ........... ......... Marginully Unstable 

5 .. ... ....... ..... ...... ........................... Unstabl~ 
6 ....... .. ... .... .. .. .. ............................ Unstable 

7 ..... .... .... .... .... .. .. ......................... Unstable 
8 .. ............ . ........ ....... ... .. ....... ........ Unstable 
I) .... ....... ........................... ... ... ...... Unstable 

· 10 .... .................... .. .... .. ......... . Very Unsrabh: 

Had rhe actual existing tempenlture at 
I B,OOO feet b~en warmer than our calculated 
tcmpcralllre, our subtracted value would have 
been a positive numb~r. Table I shows us that 
positive Lifted Ind~x valu~s represent a stable 
atmosph~re while negative numbers indicate 
instability . 

An unstable atmosphere is generally n:-



quired for hang glider pilots 10 achieve really 
high altitude gains. Instability allows thermals 
10 rise off the surface more consistently as wdl 
as travel higher in the troposphere. 

One other Index Chan, calkd the K Index, 
is used 10 determine the probability of 
thunderstorms. It is calculated in much the 
same manner as the Lifted Index . The dif
ference is that the K Index takes humidity into 
account whih: calculating the stability of the 
atmosphere. We won't get into detail here, but 

Table 2 provides an illustration of the K Index 
values and their corresponding thunderstorm 
probability. 

Negative K Index values an: usually ob
served in winter under stable, cold and dry 
conditions. On the other hand, a high K Index 
may indicate the presence of high humidity, 
thereby increasing the possibility of a thunder

storm. When the Lifted Index and K Index 
appear on a map, they look much like the one 

~hown in Figure 1. 
Here we see two Index values ploued one 

over the other across the map. The upper 
value is the Lifted Index while the lower value 
is the K Index . Enclosed within a box for il
lustration we see a - 2115 over the Rocky 
Mountain region. The Lifted Index of -2 in
dicates an unstable atmosphere while the K In
dex of 15 indicates almost no chance of a 
thunderstorm. 

Over the East Coast we see a 1/31 enc1ost:d, 
also lor illustration. The Lifted Indt:x value in
dicates a marginally stable atmosphert: while 
the K Index indicates a 60-80"1u chance of II 
thunderstorm. This is due 10 the more humid 
climate in that n:gion. Look ovt:r the rest of 
the map carefUlly and be certain you under
stand what the indicated values represent. 

Now for the big question. Whert: can we get 
our hang gliding hands on ont: of these maps? 
The National Weather Service produces a 
Lifted/K Index chart every 12 hours. Your 
local National Weather Service Office can pro
vide you with this information . Check their 
phone number in your local telephone direc
tory. If your local flying club is near a Na
tional Weather Service Office, perhaps an ap

pointed member could bt: responsible for 
obtaining and disseminating soaring informa
tion. Table 3 will help simplify your under
standing of how to use the Lifted and K Index 

map. 
Now let's combine basic concepts to deter

mine soarable conditions. I think it's 
important that you be continually informed of 
the 24-hour weather forecast for your general 
area. As a surface map will usually appear on 
te1t:vised fort:casts, it would be beneficial to 
catch this forecast on at least a daily basis. The 
more information you have regarding the 
approaching weather, the beller results you'll 
have in determining flying conditions. As you 
are made aware of significant weather ap
proaching, you can observe atmo~pheric 

changes in the sky. LeI's outline some general 
weather characteristics associateli with 
different weather systt:ms. Then wt: ..:an see 

which characteristics are 1I10st collllllonly 
associated with soarable conditions. 

We've learned that the weather associated 
with high pressure systems is quite dilTerent 
from that of low pressure systems. We know 
that high pressure systems rotatt ill a c1o(k
wise direction. The vertical movement of air 
within a region of high pressure is a sinking 
motion . Thermals may still develop along the 
surface within an ar.:a of high pressure due to 

surface heating . Air sinking within hi!(h 
pressure areas, however, will tend to supprt:ss 
significant thermal .development. While most 
days that arc dominated by high pressure arc 
more than flyable, we can conclude that high 

TABLE 2 

K - Index Thunderstonu Probability 

15 - 20 
21 - 25 
26 - 30 
3J - 35 
36 - 40 
Over 40 

Less than 20% 
20 - 40% 
40 - 60% 
60 - 80% 
80 - 90% 
100% 

pressufI: systems are not conducivt: to super 
thermal soaring . 

Low pressure areas art: generally mOT<: con
ducive to lifting wnditions. We know that low 
pressure systems rotate in a counter-clockwise 
manner while the vertical movtment of air is 
generally rising. As air rises and expands, it 
may cool to its saturation point. This is called 
the condensation Icvd and is usually the 
approximate location of c1oudbase. If the 
relative humidity is high, a low prt:ssure 

· 1 

}O 

-1/ to 

Llrlt:d Index 

K Index 

-5/25 

system may bring signili..:ant c1oudine>s along 
with precipit.nion. If the rdative humidity is 

low, a low pressure sys tem may pa" through a 
given area bringing only partly cloudy skks 
and no real signifi,::I11l pre(ipitation. General

ly, J find it mon: useful to pay c1o>er allention 
to the warm and cold frolll> within a low . 

Warm and mid front> can dtangc: the local 

weather sharply during a frontal passage. 
Warm fronts ar~ a:;:;ociatcJ widl widespread 
uniform cloudiness with light, continuous 
precipitation. A cold front, however, may con
tain more violent weather. Gusty winds, 

localized heavy precipitation and, during the 
summer, thunderstorms (known as "boom 

booms" around here) may be 'Issociated with 
cold frollls. In previous sections, we learned 
about the air motion within and around warm 
and cold fronts. Further, we also learned that 
clouds can often illustrate the air motion that 
is taking place above the surface. 

Clouds or dillcrellt types represent dillcrelll 
weather phenomena. Cirrus douds arc found 
in the upper regions of the atmosphere and are 
under the influence of stronger upper level 
winds. Because of this, cirrus clouds have a 
thin, wispy or streaky appearance. Cirrus 
clouds may be un indication or an advancing 
warm front . 

Stratus clouds are gent:rally found in the 
lower to middle troposphere. Stratus may be a 
general indication of a stablt, saturated layt:r. 
Stratu~ clouds can be associated with warm 
Ironts as they are gray and unitorm in 
appearance . 

Cumulus clouds generally originate in the 
lower to middle troposphere but may grow to 
heights within the tropopause. Cumulus 
clouds indicatt: instability and the presence of 
thermals .• Cumulus clouds are puffy in ap
pearance with darkening bases as the cloud 
grows. 
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Clouds Jrc on~ of th~ most important factors 
to consitia while detcrmining flying condi
tions. It takes a lot of time and practice of 

observing all kinds of douds to dttcrminc 

what they actually rn~an. Reier back to Part 4 
of this series to rd"resh your understanding of 
c1omls. Now let's go through a list of con

siderations regarding weather characteristics 
to determine soarable conditions. 

I) By observing televised weather forecasts, 
determine the location of high ,lnd low 

pressure systems in rdation !O your area. This 

will help YOll determine the pr~dominant wind 

direction, as well as which system may 

dominate your weather. 

2) Note carefully the location of warm and 
cold fronts within a low pressure system. As a 
particular front approaches, note the cloud lor

mat ions in the sky and Ify to determine the air 

motion above the surface. If YOll happen to be 

the proud owner of a barometer, use the baro

metric tendencies I've illustrated in Part 4 to 

give information about a frontal passage. 

3) Be sure to check the rdative humidity of 
the air as a front approaches. If the humidity is 
high, the frollt may be associa!l:d with precipi

tation. 
4) Determine the type of douds you arc ob

serving in the sky and make a genl:ralization 
about the air motion creating thl:m. 

5) The shape of a cumulus cloud will give 
you an indication of how active the thermal is 

lIndl:r it. If the base of the cloud has a concave 
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appearance (rising in the center) and the :;id~s 

and top of the cloud are firm and sharp, 
respectively, the thermul below is highly ,lCtive 
and the cloud is still growing. As the thermal 

ceuses, the cloud base will take 011 a convex 

shape anu the sides and tup will la~k defini
tion. 

6) The Lifted Index will give you the 
generul stability of the atllJosphere within the 
lowest 18,000 feet. If you coulu gain access to 
this chan regularly, it would be a greut help 

while trying to determine soarable conditions. 
7) Finally, wet ground is not conducive to 

thermal development. If a cumulunimbus 

cloud containing localized showers passes 

over, it may soak the ground in scattered areas. 

Sink will almost always occur in these rain
soaked ,Ireas. 

This will conduue our uiscussion of the 

Lifted Index and soaring forecasts as wtll as 
complete the entire sl:ries . It is important to 

point out that by forecasting soarable condi

tions, we are actually forecasting the "ability 
oCthe atmosphere" to beconH: soarable. I hope 
this series has enlightened your understanding 
of at least some aspect of the atmosphere. Per
haps some may even continw: their learning of 

the atmosphere in more detailed are'IS. As your 

knowledge of the environment in which yuu 

fly increases, you'll become a bl:tter and safer 

pilot. Enjoy the flying season aheud; most of 
all, fly saftly. GOOD LIfT! ~ 

TABLE 3 

Lifted Index 

Zero or negative 

(unstable) 

Zero or negative 
(unstable) 

Positive (stable) 

PositiVI: (stable) 

K Index 

High (wet) 

Low (dry) 

High (wet) 

Low (dry) 

Probable Weatber Souring forecast 

Instability; showers 
or thunderstorms 

Limited cumulus ac
tivity; little if any 
prl:cipitation 

Turbulence; may be 
hazurdous; soaring 
plagued by clouds 

Bumpy but not hazar
dous; good for ther
mal soaring 

Stratified cloudiness; Smooth air; no ther-
steady precipitation mals 

Prl:dominantly fair Smooth air; weak 
thermab if any 



We don't just make wings ... 
... we craft them. 

At Ente1]Jrise Wmgs, we design 
our gliders so that you'll want 
to fly them for years to come. 
That's why we take that extra 
bit of care in building evety 
glider to exact speciflcations. 

We use only the highest quality 
materials and fittings and work 
them together into the finest 
flying machine available 
today. .. 

The Foil is available to test fly now. 
Contad Ente1]Jrise Wmgs or 
your local dealer. 

~®UW~l 
1/189 PARKES ST. HELENSBURGH 2508 PH. 042 942 052 

Craven Promotions. 



LOOK! 
NO HANDS! 

AT LAST! A no compromise voice activated 
communication system. Designed by pilots for 
pilots, the MAR QUE VAC 90 is the 
culmination of many months of testing and 
trialing to ensure that hang glider pilots 
have available an effective piece of 
equipment they can trust. 

VAC 90 FEATURES 
• Will not trigger with wind noise • Voice 
activated • Detatchable boom mic mounts to 
helmet exterior • Fast turn on (No VOX 
lag) • Compact • Adaptable to any 
CB unit. (You don 't have to sell 
old faithful) • Variable sensitivity 
control • Emergency Transmit 
switch • Comes complete with 
lightweight boom mic and 
connection leads. . . '-. 

MARQUE 
ALTIMETERS 

Phone: (02)5462524 

$99 



The Organisation of Hang 
Gliding in Australia 0 0 0 0 

For those who have only been in 
the sport for a few years, the 
structure of hang gliding 
administration may seem a bit 
confusing, what with local 
cl ubs, State Assoc i ati ons and 
H.G.F.A. all involved in some 
way or another. 

Before explaining how every
thing fits together, a bit of 
historical background may help. 

1. TA.S.S.A (The Australasian 
Self-Soar Association) 

" ••. in the begi nni ng there were 
water-skiers and tow- kites." 
Bi 11 Moyes and hi s mates di d a 
fai r bi t of towi ng behi nd boats 
with early Rogallos from 1962 
to the 1 ate '60s but it wasn't 
until 1967-8 that foot-launch
i ng started to catch on. By the 
early 1970s, hang gliding was 
the 'i n' sport and in re sponse 
to an obvious need for some 
kind of self regulation, TASSA 
was established (in Sydney) in 
1973. The idea was to have 
'branches' in each State (and 
New Zealand!). Unfortunately, 
both Vi ctori a and South 
Australia formed their own 
Associations at about the same 
time and they perceived TASSA 
as bei ng thei r NSW counterpart 
rather than a true national 
body. Individuals in other 
States began joining TASSA but 
at first, only a few in 
Victoria and S.A. joined both 
organisations. 

In 1976, the NSWHGA was formed 
and by the end of 1976 all 
other States had their own 
Association. 

2. T.A.H.G.A (The Australian 
Hang Gliding Association) 

In 1977, the Executive of TASSA 
moved from Sydney to Ade 1 ai de 
and it was proposed to change 
the name of the body to TAHGA 
and convert the nature of the 
'system' to a Federal one, ie. 
individuals would be members 
~ of thei r State Associ ati on 
~ each Association would, in 
turn, be a member of TAHGA. 

This proposal was accepted by 
the then TASSA members (by \<Jay 
of a postal referendum) and the 
new constitution was adopted at 
the first Federal Convention, 
held in Adelaide in July 1977. 

The new structure made the 
National body responsible to 
the State Associations and 
defi ned the areas of respon
sibility of both Federal and 
State Associations . 

3. H.G.F.A. (Hang Glidin~ 
Federation of Austral,a) 

In 1978, due to pressure from 
the Dept. of Transport (as 
D.O.A. was then), a new 
national organization was 
formed - H.G.F.A. 

It had only 2 members -- TAHGA 
and the Australian Water Ski 
Association Kite Flying 
Di vi si on (AWSA-KFD). The reason 
for thi s was that pri or to 
1978, tow-kiting was controlled 
by AWSA-KFD, whi 1 st hi 11 
launching was controlled by 
TASSA/TAHGA. In fact, by 
1976/77, most pilots who towed 
also hill launched (although 
not vi ce versa) and the govern
ment wanted to have only one 
organization to deal with on 
all hang gliding matters . In 
practice, HGFA was really a 
dupl icate of TAHGA, ie. same 
Committee. Furthermore, the 
numbers of people boat-towing 
had dimi ni shed to only a hand
ful by the late '70s. So, in 
1981, AWSA-KFD agreed to hand 
over its powers to TAHGA. Thi s 
meant that only one National 
organization was required, so 
HGFA was wound up and in 1982, 
TAHGA changed its name to HGFA! 
(Simple, eh?) 

It is important for i ndi vi dua 1 s 
to remember that they are not 
members.. of HGFA but members of 
their State Association. State 
Comm'i ttees have total respons i
bility . for and authority over 
the "day to day" admi ni strati on 
and control of hang g 1 i di ng in 
thei r State ' eg. appoi nt i ng 
State officers, rating sites 
and pilots, following up 
accidents, dealing with local 
authorities, keeping an eye on 
instructors, etc. 

The HGFA Committee co-ordinates 
and administers matters which 
have Australia-wide implica
ti ons ego suggesti ng amendments 
to the Rating scheme, instruc-
tors certifi cati on, gl i der 
certification, dealing with 
D.O.A. on matters concerning 
the A.N.O., running the 
Nationals, dealing with inter
national organizations, proces
si ng annua 1 membershi ps on 
behalf of the States, etc. 

Pi lots wi 11 get the best out of 
the sport if they support thei r 
local clubs and State Associa
tions, go along to meetings, 
stand for positions on the 
State Executi ve and put forward 
ideas whi ch coul d help improve 
any area of the sport, whether 
at local or national level . 

If anyone has any questions, 
please send a letter to our 
esteemed Editor and he or I 
will be happy to provide the 
answer/so 

P.S. One final reminder: ALL 
ACCIDENT REPORTS ARE TO BE SENT 
TO THE STATE COMMITTEE, NOT 
HGFA. 

Members should be aware that 
each State Committee has (or 
should have) an "HGFA Co
ordinator" who is supposed to 
act as liaison point between 
his State Association and the 
HGFA Conlmi ttee. He shoul d also 
deal with D.D.A. at Regional 
1 evel . 
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N.S.W.R.G.A. 
AGM 

Unless you want the 1986 
N.S. W. State Titles to be re
named "The Kurnell Classic" 
you'd better turn up at the 

N.S. W.H.G.A. A.G.M. on 

Wednesday 11th Dec., '85, 
at Sports House, <-

Gloucester Street, 
Sydney. 

at 7.00 p.m. Sha~ 

Nominations for all committee 
positions can be made by: 

writing to -

. Trevor Gardner, 
Secretary, 

N.S. W.H.G.A., 
9/49 High. Street, 

Randwick. N.S. W. 

or, by phoning -

Trevor on (02) 398 2902 

A bare-footed desperado 
makes off with an 
unattended f.-1ars a t 
Lennox Head , Nort hern NSW . 
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Dear Fellow Flyers, 

write this little note to 
remind you of the Freestyle 
competition at Stanwell Park. 
It will be held Immediately 
after the Lawrence Hargraves 
Competition. 

If you want to participate 
either as a competitor or a 
sponsor, please write me a line. 

The address: 

Freestyle Competition, 
John Coby, 

3A Raymond Road, 
Thirroul. N.S. W. 2515 

The choice of the final 16 
pilots and 2 reserves will be 
made as close to the competit
ion as possible to allow for 
possible inclusion of overseas 
pilots. 

All 
will 
the 
vine 

those pilots who entered 
be fully informed through 

mail, by 'phone, or grape 
as to what is going on. 

If you're coming to 
bring plenty of warm 
and some comfortable 
arrangements. 

watch 
clothes 
seating 

"What's happening?" information 
will be found on a notice board 
on the hill. This will always be 
there with up to date informat
ion. 

We will probably start the com
petition at about 11.00 a.m. on 
the day, although we can leave 
the start till as late as 
1.00 p.m. So get there early. 

Any questions, 'phone me on 
(042) 67 1880 

Kind Regards, 

John Coby. 



Summer is almost here, and 
already we have had some cross
country flying. 

In August, pilots made local 
soaring flights, ranging from 15 
mins. to 2 hrs. duration and 
heights of 3,600'. 

Late September, 10.30 a.m. 20 
min. flights and 1,600' A.G.L 
and it was still working at 4.30 
p.m. 

Although the lift was very brok
en Greg Smith flew 33 kms., 
and Peter Meredith got up late 
in the day for some local soar
ing. 

Sunday was much the same; nil 
wind on the ground, was looking 
like a stable day but Greg and 
Garry got away. Again cloud 
base was at 5,000' and, pushed 
into a slight upper level head 
wind, with a lot of shadow on 
the ground, it was hard keeping 
in thesunlight. But I made a 
slow 2 hrs. trip to get 30 kms. 

Greg Smith, who was about 
1 hr. behind me made an out 
and return flight of 40 kms. 

More interest is being shown 
as most people have towed now, 
and summer is coming on, be
cause we look as if on some 
weekend we may be full up. 

Ring in early in the week and 
let me know if you are coming, 
then ring in on Thursday night 
to see if the weather is going 
to be kind to us, as the week
end may be cancelled due to 
bad weather. 

Anyone is welcome to come 
along, although in the summer 
months the numbers at the 
moment will be 10 per weekend. 

I used to spend a lot of time 
on the 'phone letting you guys 
know what is going on. But 
from now on if you want to go 

let me know, or ring to find 
out what is going on. 

Over the last few months we 
have been getting good turn
outs and more interest is being 
shown. 

People have been making day 
trips to the field which is about 
3 hrs. from Sydney. To some 
people this may sound a long 
way but It is not affected by 
sea breezes and the cloud devel
opment Is much better. If you 
are planning to come up, you 
must be there by 8.30 a.m. for 
a Pilot's Briefing on the day, 
and rules of the field. 

The cost put on us now Is $3.00 
per day. Ring me on: 

(02) 543 6607 

Garry Morgan. 

Northetn 
Beaches 
News 

Re: Mount Blackheath Landing 
Area 

I would like to bring to the not
Ice of pilots some Important 
points regarding use of the land
ing area at Cummins farm at 
the foot of Mount Blackheath. 

As we all know the Cummins' 
family have an extremely benev
olent attitude to our sport and 
allow us the use of their land 
as the only acceptable safe land
ing area below the take-off. 
Other landholders in the Valley 
are not as friendly. 

Mrs. Cummins has requested 
that all landings be made into 
the fenced paddock immediately 
to the South-West of the house, 
bordered on the North by the 
row of tall poplar trees. Stay 
well clear of livestock in the 
paddock - particularly horses. 

She further requests that an 
absolute minimum number of 
cars be carefully driveu down 
the private dirt road to the 
farm and then parked on the 
road shoulder only. The grass 
is valuable stock feed and traff
Ic renders It useless. 

As a vote of appreciation to 
the family, we at The Northern 
Beaches Hang Gliding Club have 
opened a competition for the 
Best Colour Photo of the Cumm
ins' Farm taken from a glider. 

The winning shot will be blown 
up, framed and presented to the 
family on behalf of all fliers 
using Blackheath. All fliers are 
invited to send their slides or 
photos to me before 30th. Dec
ember, for judging by the 
N.B.H.G.C. committee before 
presentation in January. 

The winning entrant will be pre
sented with a case of exotic 
beer as well as attracting inter
national fame as a hi tech aer
ial snap artist! 

We feel this is a very worthy 
public relations exercise in the 
interests of maintaining contin
ued access to this challenging 
P.R.4 site. All fliers are 
requested to carefully observe 
the minimal conditions of use 
of the landing area set down 
by these very amiable land
holders. 

To further enhance Blackheath's 
safety as a flying Site, the Club 
has recently constructed a sub
stantial take-off ramp with the 
blessing of the local Council 
and a generous injection of 
funds from the H.G.F.A., for 
which we are eternally grateful! 

The ramp is constructed using 
two treated telegraph poles lay
ing down the path with a steel 
mesh surface. It Is well above 
the surrounding flora and has 
vastly improved the safety of 
the site. We hope all future 
fliers enjoy it. 
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CLUB NEWS 

All monthly meetings will now 
be held at a new venue to 
replace the noise-prone environs 
of the Time and Tide Hotel: 

New Venue: 

Dee Why R.S.L. Club, 
Pittwater Road, 
Dee Why. N.S.W. 

MEETINGS ARE HELD ON THE 
FIRST TUESDAY Of EACH 

MONTH AT 7.30 p.m. 

Club membership continues to 
grow strongly with many newly 
emerging pilots anxious to pol
ish their soaring skills on up
coming Club weekends. 

Phil Mathewson has given gener
ously of his time at the last 
two meetings to provide us with 
mini-seminars on .the most 
important flying skills - with 
many an experienced pilot hav
ing second thoughts about tech
niques often taken for granted. 
Phil's gift or repartee and exper
ience add colour to his pieces 
and we are pleased to count 
him among the membprship. 

COASTAL CHALLENGE 

A competition for the ridge 
soaring enthusiast, with a choice 
of two tasks to suit the Penin
sula and the West Coast pilots. 

Task A: Mariner's (Apollo Bay) 
to Spion Kop. 

Task B: London Bridge (Port
sea) to Cape Shanck 
(land at Gunnamatta). 

Prize: Goods to the value of 
$100 from Apollo 
Hang Gliding School 
($200 if the glider 
used was brought from 
West Coast Hang Glid
ers or Apollo Hang 
Gliding School). 
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Winner: first pilot to complete 
either task. 

for further information on these 
events contact: 

Wesley Hill (03) 277 7942 or, 
Rob Van der Klooster (052) 
22 3019. 

COMING EVENTS 

Organised by Apollo Hang Glid
ing School in conjunction with 
West Coast Hang Gliders and 
Moyes Delta Gliders. 

Advanced Coaching (mid-week) 
covering:-

Thermalling techniques, 
X-C techniques, 

Competition flying, 
Team flying, 

Record breaking. 

Dates: 

Venue: 

Nov. 18 - 22. 
Dec. 9 - 13. 
feb. & Mar. t.b.a. 

Ben Nevis 

ALL WELCOME 

CAIRNS\ 
=~===-S\ HANG GUDING CLUB 

CAIRNS CORNER 

Next month, in a prominent pos
ition in this magazine, you can 
expect a synopsis of events at 
Eungella and the Cairns' com pet
i tion. However, this issue be
gins with a note for southern 
pilots visiting our coastal site 
at Rex Lookout, and unfamiliar 
with concessions granted to the 
club when operating from this 
site. 

Rather than list the various re
strictions, and information on 
how best to soar this site, 
please ring Nev. Akers, Glen 
Kraemer or Len Miller on 

51 2438, 
50 5210 

or, 
54 2081 

Seminars - featuring guest speak- A number of flights to Port 
er, Steve Moyes. Douglas have occurred, and no 

doubt will continue to occur, as 
- covering Glider Tun

ing and Certification and Com
petition Techniques. 

Dates to be advised. 

POSITIONS 
VACANT 

IHe: EOITO~~ or: 'HI? FINE. 
IZAG At2.E GEllING A T(Z.IFLE. 
W~rZ.Y AMD WOu/...ON'T 
1\111"'0 TAKIAJ6 A &HO~T 
8P-.EAK. EAI'ZL'I lq~CO. 

ANYt'OOIO'Y W1WNG '7T) 

PA~T6 UP THe. F6ep.UAI'Z)' 
l~tD ~lLY~AIL.OtQ. ? 
1HIS WILL oc.c.vr'i. MilO TO 

LA-rE. JAN17ATtY,ANIO IF'IW 

CCXJl...O HE.'-jO Pt€.ASr:: p~ 

GHTtIt;, 0"': 63SB200 
~ ... OR.EU£! 

I believe it's a rather pleasant 
20 k. ridge hop. However, the 
risks are substantial, e.g. operat
ing outside our approved area, 
so please exercise discretion 
when discussing your five thous-
and foot height gain with 
friends. 

On the subject of height gains, 
a number of pilots flew the Gill
ies recently with Len Miller top
ping out at over 7,000' - with
out instruments. Not bad for 
a site less than 10 NM from 
the coast. No distances though, 
as pick-up co-ordination was a 
bit lacking. A couple of days 
later, I managed to dash to 
Walkamin on the tablelands, an 
interesting little flight, albeit 
only 24 kms. 

An airshow at Woodstock, via 
Townsville, in early October 
attracted the usual exhibits plus 
demos' of car towing by Ethel 
and his band of merry men. 
Davo and Nifty Nev from Pros
erpine and Roger the Rager 
from Tully were surprise start
ers. Thanks Ethel and AI, our 
hosts. 



Haydn Redfern has another 
school off the ground on the 
tablelands. It is a pity that the 
imminent lack of SE winds may 
thwart their consolidation prcr 
cess. 

Dennis Rogan, one of our quiet
er, more cogitating members, 
suggested the club contribute to 
Richard McWhinnney's hang glid
er stress testing project, so 
$100.00 was despatched forth
with. Many of our pilots can 
foresee much value being 
derived from Richard's investig
ations. 

On a related subject, Len Mill
er, our regular exponent of 2-up 
flying advises pilots intending to 
engage in such an activity for 
the first time, to take up a 
sandbag or two, talk to it, point 
out the sights, etc. - if it gets 
scared, or hinders the control 
of the glider, extract one cutt
ing device (look out below) and 

Another good point raised by 
Len is to construct a model of 
Rex Lookout, whereby we can 
examine the airflow over and 
around the ridges. This struct
ure would be of a permanent 
nature and could be used to in
struct those aspiring to the Rex 
Lookout Masters of Soaring 
Society. 

Our hang gliding year concludes 
with a "booze cruise" to Fitzroy 
Island in mid-December, aboard 
one of those "you beaut" super 
cats. If any of you are plann
ing on staging through Cairns, 
and can withstand the heat that 
time of year, feel free to join 
us. 

Our AGM is scheduled for early 
this month, and there should be 
a new committee sworn in, so 
you may expect a cessation of 
this fatuity, and a return to rat
ional club news reporting. 

Glen Kraemer, 
Secretary, 
Cairns Hang Gliding Club. 

~ - .... . . . ., 

Editor's Note: 

Well I suppose all good things 
must come to an end. Over 
the past few month's "svbbing" 
the "Cairns Corner" section has 
become a high point in the 
monthly editing process. Glen's 
slightly bent wit and smooth 
style of expression coupled 
with an extremely avant-garde 
use of the typewriter have 
made the State and Club News 
section an entertaining and 
much-read section of the mag
azine - a feat in itself. 

Thanks Glen, for your lively and 
informative contributions to the 
magazine. I hope the Cairns' 
section can continue to play a 
role in the magazine under the 
authorship of a new Secretary. 

First up; let it be known that 
when a meeting falls on long 
weekends it is brought forward 
one week. It seems that last 
long weekend a few members 
found out the inconvenient way. 

Over the long weekend there 
was a very successful trip to 
Albany, with flying on two of 
the three days at Back Beach. 
Equally successful (we hope) is 
the trip to Mount Tom Price, 
that 6 or 7 flyers are away on 
at the moment. 

There will be a PR 4 & 5 Com
petition at Mount Bakewell, late 
November, early December. 
For details contact Dave 
Drabble on (09) 384 7239. 

Trevor Gardner at 
Lennox Head , N. S.W. 

T-shirts are still available from 
Kim. His new 'phone number 
is (09) 444 1097. 

The new towing sites at Mecker
ing, two hours' east of Perth 
have proved their XC potential. 
Mike Sabin cut short a 20 kms. 
flight at 5,000 ft. due to pick 
up arrangements (and it's not 
even summer yet). 

Paul Stanyon. 

ell, look where I am. 
You'd think I'd fallen off the 

end of the earth. 
In terms of Hang Gliding may

be I have, 
Where am I you ask? - Living 

in Perth. 
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The flying is booming, but as 
pilots, 

The rest of Australia must think 
us a failure, 

Why? I hear you ask - Because 
bloody nobody here 

Writes in to SKYSAILOR. 

The Big K. 

SHOCK - HORROR! 

Western Australia is going to 
have its first hang gliding com
petition for yonks. Apart from 
a few minor technicalities at 
this stage (no landing area, not 
much air space) it is all go. 

An extremely preliminary form
at is provided below. 

1985 H.G.A.W.A. COMPETITION 

Dates: 

Weekends of: 30th. November 
and 1st. December. 
7th-8th. December. 
14-15 December. 

All pre-flight briefing will be 
held at the York Gliding strip, 
where transport and pick-up 
arrangements can be organised 
(in respect to minimizing 
traffic through Ashley's prop
erty). 

Tasks: ---
Competition tasks will include 
cross-country flights along spec
ified routes. These tasks will 

be nominated by a committee 
elected by competition pilots at 
the outset of the compo Tasks 
such as open distance in a speci
fied direc tion or timed flights 
to a goal (either with or without 
a turnpoint) will be called 
depending on weather conditions. 
*All tasks will be OPEN WIN
DOW, i.e. you launch at your 
leisure, with a maximum of two 
launches per day. 

Turnpoints: 

For official validation of your 
competition placing, proof of all 
turn points will be required. 
Proof in the form of a photo
graph or witness by another 
pilot, must be supplied within 
one week of the completion of 
the competition if you wish 
your placing to be included in 
the National points ladder. 

Flight Reports: 

Each flight should include a 
report of landing pOSition. . To 
do this pilots should locate the 
grid reference of their landing 
position from the flight plan 
map (held by the comp organiz
ers) and then record it on a 
Flight Report Form similar to 
the one below. 

H.G.A.W.A. 

FLIGHT REPORT FORM 

Name: 

Date: 

Grid Reference: 

An a spi r ing s towaway narr owly 
mi sses out on a fre e ride wi th 

Oavid Willi ams at Et. Rene, VIA. 
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Scoring: 

The formula (listed below) is 
designed to give the best flight 
in a round, in excess of 20 kms, 
a maximum of 1,000 points. 
Rounds with flights of less than 
20 kms. will score proportionate
ly less. 

SCORE (f *S +f *S )*f *f 
t t D D v w 

where f t is a time scaling factor 

St is your time score. 

fD is a distance scaling 
factor. 

SD is your distance. 

fv is a task validity factor 

fw is a whimp factor. 

no. pilots completing course 
no. pilots not completing 

fD = no. pilots not complet'g crs 
no. pilots attempting task 

Therefore fT + fD = 1 

slowest finishing time pilot 
slowest finishing time * 100 

SD = distance flown *100 
max. distance flown 

f v max. distance flown in kms. 
2 

max. value of fv is 10. 

fw = (competing pilots) 1/2 

(total no. of pilots) 1/2 

Competition Validity: 

Provided five or more rounds 
can be held, the top twenty-five 
pilots will score points towards 
the National ladder. Obviously 
then, because we only have 
about twenty-five P.R.4's and 
P.R.5's, anyone competing will 
be eligible for National ladder 
placing (providing the round re
quirements have been met). 

Prizes: 

It is hoped to present day 
prizes as well as prizes for 1st., 
2nd. and 3rd. places. 



Cancellation: 

Because Mt. Bakewell only faces 
between SW and E, wind direct
ions outside these parameters 
will cause the cancellation of 
the comp on that particular 
day. Other considerations such 
as strong winds and rain will 
also result In the loss of a 
compo day. 

Decision to cancel the compo 
will be made by the Task Com
mltee and the organizers by 
7.30 p.m. on the Friday. 

Cost: 

The entry fee will be $5.00, pay
able by November the 1st. All 
money will go toward prizes and 
celebratory drinks. 

If you are interested in particip
ating in this competition, could 
you please see us at the meet
ing on the 23rd. September (a 
week early due to the long 
weekend). 

Safe flying. 

John Murby (09) 383 3542 
David Drabble (09) 384 7239 

TAIMANIA 
Training: 

T AS.H.G.A. conducted a special 
training weekend on Sept. 22 
and 23 at Ross. Eleven keen 
students were introduced to 
hang gliding on the association's 
training glider. I welcome our 
new members, who are all stud
ents at the Australian Maritime 
College. From all points the 
weekend was a success and we 
can look toward more such 
weekends. 

To v.b. or not to be •••• 

After a mild winter, spring has 
arrived, bringing the North West
erlies and the promise of some 
great flying ahead. Spring 
came early for some at Gaffs 
hill recently; Charles Mace, fly
ing the only VB equipped glider 
in the state, managed to leave 
two gliders on the ground and 
another struggling far below, 

when he climbed almost effort
lessly into a wave in front of 
the hill. 

Investigating the length of the 
wave Charles finally landed 
along the Woodbury Road, fear
ing he would not be found if he 
proceeded any further. Charles 
later said he would not have 
flown half as well if he had tak
en his vario. 

Taking it to the People: 

TAS.H.G.A.'s display in Launcest
on's Regional Library was a re
sounding success, many thanks 
to those pilots who contributed. 
We received numerous Inquiries 
from people wishing to know 
more about our sport, with 
some indicating they may be 
seen on the hill In coming 
weeks. 

The Site Guide: 

Progress In the State site guide 
is painfully slow. To date only 
three completed guides have 
been returned. If you want 
accurate information about your 
sites recorded in your site 
guide, send in your contribution 
now. 

Coaching Visit: 

On Nov. 2 and 3 the National 
Coaching Co-ordinator will be 
in Tasmania to conduct Instruct
or certifiction. We look for
ward to Ian's visit with the 
hope that an improved and vital
ized training system will result. 

Aid First: 

T AS H.G.A. has purchased a 
first aid kit from St. Johns 
Ambulance. The kit is very 
comprehensive and Includes arm 

splints and support equipment. 
It is intended that the kit will 
be standard gear for all training 
meets and fly-ins. Please take 
the time to acquaint yourself 
with the many facets of this 
timely purchase. 

Meet and Meat: 

Mark your calendar now! The 
second annual TAS.H.G.A. Bar
b-que is on Saturday, November 
30 at 20 Raglan Street, Laun
ceston. Here's your chance to 
catch up on who's doing what 
and where, from your fellow 
pilots. Activities will Include 
much drinking and story-telling 
and perhaps a short film, as 
well as a general meeting. 

The meeting Is your opportunity 
to change and contribute to the 
association's workings. I call on 
you for nominations for the foll
owing positions: 

President 
Treasurer, 

Secretary, and, 
H.G.F.A. State Co-ordinator. 

Get to this event, sizzling 
starts at 7.30 p.m. B.Y.O. 
meat and refreshments. Salads, 
etc. will be available (thanks 
Prue), come along and join the 
fun. 

With favour from the wind, fly
Ing for this weekend will be 
close to Launceston enabling a 
fly-In Saturday and Sunday. I 
am looking forward to seeing a 
big roll us again this year. 

Yours, In the air, 
David Allan. 

STOP PRESS ••••••••• 

The H.G.F.A. Executive have 
generously furnished T AS H.G.A 
with the necessary capital to 
buy the Tasmanian Unl Union's 
Mars 170. Repayments to 
H.G.F.A. of half the glider's 
value, will see T AS H.G.A. own
Ing two training gliders. 

The glider has been Immediately 
placed at our disposal and has 
already seen two days of train
Ing. I would like to thank the 
H.G.F.A. executive for their con
fidence in our training program 
and their rapid fiscal commit
ment to that programme. 
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SAHGA 

CROWEATERS CORNER 

S.A. members will have to ex
cuse the repetition of informat
ion in this column as most of 
you should have already been 
informed of it through Icarus or 
on the good old grapevine. 
However, I feel there is merit 
in letting the rest of OZ know 
some of our achievements here 
in S.A., though I don't Intend to 
give ~ our secrets away. 
Other States may also use SKY
SAILOR for the disemination of 
ideas between States, so please 
let's hear of hurdles you have 
overcome! I do find the long 
time lag from the time of writ
ing, to the delivery of SKY
SAILOR inconvenient, but I 
realise, unavoidable. 

The summer has brought our 
wayward sons home from O.S. 
in the form of Steve Blenkin
sop, Phil flentje and Rob Hibb
erd (Dermot is still coming, I 
believe). Everyone is getting 
very excited with the anticipat
ion of good X/C flights and the 
coming competition season. 

Here in S.A. our State compet
itions will run through Novemb
er and December in the mid 
north area under the director
ship of Paul Kelley. Paul is 
currently in training at a secret 
base in outback N.S. W. where 
he has been making 100+ km. 
dashes over the plains. 

* A fly-in for all pilots will 
be held over the October 
long week-end (11-14) at 
Daly Heads, a very nice 
PRII coastal ridge. 
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* S.A. H.G.A. has recently pur
chased a Mars 150 for use 
in the training school. We 
now have two new gliders 
which will be a great asset 
in getting more people into 
the air. The last S.A.H.G.A 
training day held on August ""'----'c..=""'--'-''---'....:..:..~!...:::::..~~~.!-!...:~__....!.~~..!:.... 

* 

24th. saw nine people 
receive basic instruction. 
The next training day will be 
November 23-24th. Larry's 
southcoast School of Hang 
Gliding is also doing well 
with many keen students. 

Hopefully, the summer will 
bring many good days at Lin
coln Park an excellent 
slope for training. 

Kev Cowie told members at 
the October meeting of 
savage eagle attacks in the 
mid north, evidently a wedge 
tail virtually tore one of his 
wing tips to pieces! 

* S.A.H.G.A. is currently 
ing a lottery to raise 
and all members plus 
interstate clubs who 
books are reminded to 
them by November 1st. 

runn
funds 
those 
have 

return 

* S.A.H.G.A. is currently negot
Iating the use of an air 
strip at Blanchetown on the 
Murray River. If successful, 
we could finally find a perm
anent towing home! 

* As the country dries off 
pilots are reminded to check 
their exhaust systems to en
sure they are not fire haz
ards. Also, pilots are to 
avoid landing In crops, (espec
ially Barn Hill) and check 
with landowners before flying 
from private property. 

* As at the September 30 
S.A.H.G.A. had 108 members 
which is a 40% increase 
over this time last year. 

Regards, 

Rob Woodward, 
Administrator. 

for a short time I thought that 
spring had sprung. But the cold 
hasn't left yet. 

With Mt. Spring still unavailable 
for flying, (and many complicat
ions still to overcome), the new 
Burrinjuck site has been used 
fairly regularly. The property 
owners at Burrinjuck would like 
any flyers to ring first and 
have a signed waiver form from 
the club. 

Hopefully we will be holding the 
A.C.T. Championships out 
there. This will mean that 
when flying X-country we will 
be able to keep well away from 
controlled airspace. There are 
also some great camping spots 
just nearby. The first summer 
competition should be held some
time in October. 

Back to the Mt. Spring dil
emma. At the moment it looks 
like Spring might have been sold 
again. This could be good or 
very bad. One idea is to offer 
to pay the insurance premium, 
(which we will have to recover 
somehow), and hope that this is 
enough to let us fly again. 
Whatever the outcome, it will 
be a while away yet. 

Naturally with our prime site 
out of action, enthusiasm is wan
ing. So come on summer and 
let all those PR2's get some 
hours up in those easterlies. 
Another point: the Hadlow's; 
owners of the Lake George site 
have stopped us flying there as 
well, lambing season you see. 
This should only be for a short 
time, hopefully! 

Well it seems I'm the bringer 
of bad tidings, sorry, but that's 
the way things are at the mom
ent. 

See you all on the hill If you 
can find one to fly from. 

Bruno Wright, 

President. 
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Hang Gliding 

Really Begins 
with a 

ADDRESS: 

DALES ROAD, VIA CHEVALLUM. 

PAL:v1WOODS. 4555 Phone: (071) 45 9185 

The all-purpose fUN TO fLY glider, designed to take the Beginner Pilot through to XC 

flying. This 60% double surfaced, enclosed X Bar Glider can be detuned to mush land 

like a chocolate bar, yet blow them away (the other single surface learner-intermediate 

ships) with a top speed not that far behind the HOT ships. 

The VISION is designed as a first Glider - the average week-end pilot's fUN Glider 

and a Glider with a frame strong enough to take an Ultralight TRIKE Conversion. 

In the Tightest setting it is only slightly behind the Hot Ships in the Top end and L.O.; 

but the Handling is so much better tha t the average Pilot will core thermals so much 

more consistently that he will get higher and go further. 

Ask about a Demo or Test Fly. 



The COOPLACURRIPA CUP 1985 
by Bob Barnes. 

Glider pilots 
converge on 
Cooplacurripa 

At Cooplacurripa in the Upper .\tanning Vallev. a 
hang glid ing COOl petition aptlv named the Cooplacurri
pa Cup had it> inaugural meeting. ' 

Competition co-ordi nator. Bob Barnes Ill' Pacific 
Palms. haded the Cooplacurripa Cup as an outstanding 
-; ucce'i~. 

Warm te mperatu res durin g the long weekend heated 
the £round to llroduce thermals o( ris ing ai r. which 
hang- glider pilo ts skilfull \' used to complete their set 
task of the dm' 

The Coopla C up attracted 50 compet ition standard 
pilo ts from througho ut "'ew South Wa les . 

Ten pilots fro m the recentil' formed :>.1id No rth Coast 
Hang G liding A>sociatio ll rep rese nted ' the Ntanning 
area we ll. 

Will' Alley of Taree finished fifth . 
Dann v Scmt. who also !lew the longest distance of 96 

kilometies. was outright winne r. Rick Ma rtin and Rob 
de Groot took out sec-ond a nd th ird places respectively. 

Provin g. that yo u can teach an old dog new tricks . 
56-year-old Geo rge Smith of the Newcastle Hang 
Gliding Club. proudly received the Cooplacurripa Cup 
encouragment award . 

Many pilots used the competition at the Cooplacurri
pa Cup as a warm up to the NSW State Hang G liding 
titles which are to be held at Coopla from November 
23-December I. 

The Cooplacurripa Cup, held 
over the October long weekend 
of October 5,6 and 7 was a re
sounding success, having all the 
variables that a competition 
organiser dreams about: 

mostly perfect flying weather, 
valid challenging tasks that 
worked testing the complete 
range of flying skills; an 
excellent competition site 
complimented by the weather 
and tasks with trouble- free 
pick ups and the co-operation 
and encouragement of a group 
of enthusiastic pilots, set to 
enjoy themselves. 
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"The Boys" outside the Coopla 

Hilton, awaiting a change in 

dress regulations. 

Day 1: 

Pilots began appearing from the 
morning mist and it soon 
became obvious numbers would 
reach expectations of fifty 
pilots. There was some worry 
initially due to a late issue of 
SKYSAILOR (no offence Editor), 
and the uncertainty of who was 
coming. Thanks to those pilots 
who rang early in the week. 

After a speedy registration the 
first meeting was called and the 
task set for continuous laps of 
the 18 kms. main ridge in what 
appeared to be a heavy invers
ion. 

Most pilots faired well with 
only a 10% bomb out rate, which 
was to be expected as some of 
the field had limited thermalling 
experience, although these were
n't necessarily those at the bot
tom. (I recall a Gryo at 6,000 
ft. half way to T.P. 1). All pil
ots were away in quick time 
from the two takeoffs in use. 
- (There . is a choice of four at 
present). 

The inversion haze left the vall
ey in murk with a muddy hor
izon but it wasn't too difficult 
to break through to 8,000 ft. 
with the ridge pumping nicely 
from 11 a.m. Denis Gilbert 
made an early sacrifice to the 
wind gods at 10.59 to ensure a 
successful weekend for everyone 
else, after being instructed by 
the meathead to launch at 11 
a.m. "'cause that was the best 
time". It's a pity he was on 
launch 2 with a fast watch 
while Chris McDonald (who, inci
dentally, had synchronised his 
watch with Coopla-Standard
Time!) climbed out above. The 
random launch order (reverse 
alphabetical) became even more 
random as a few 'B's' cleared 
the immediate ramp area using 
their own version of the 
"Duncan Shuffle". * It was 
interesting to watch the sudden 
surge of lemmings from launch 
2 after the brief quiet following 
Denis's sorry plight. 

At the end of the day a 
had landed back at the 
(turnpoint 2.) exhausted, 
6 or so pilots spread out 

crowd 
camp 
with 
after 



3 pylons. Wilf (Meteor 190), 
Alley and Chris McDonald on 
4 pylons (72 kms.) and Daniel 
(do I have a camera?) Scott on 
5 pylons and a bit, or (96 kms.). 

The Meathead was left with a 
pile of paper, a map full of 
pins and a disastrous self
scoring system. "What is neg
ative distance from a turn
point anyway?" they all said. 

Day 2: 

Began with a lecture on how to 
measure turnpoints the right 
way; "and now to make it easy 
we'll do it your way (the wrong 
way) so we can all get this self
scoring system right, so the 
meet organiser can fly too with
out getting a headache after
wards". 

* A 1.a.un.ch tec.luU.qu.e. in.ven:Led 
to m ak.e -1WZ.e you gel. o/t a1 i:Iu!. 
£..ed.. tim e. while. m akin.g e.VRAij

one. eeoe. ifWzk you' /I.e. doing 
i:lu!.m a lavo~ 

Once on launch it became quick
ly obvious we were in for some
thing good with N. W. drift and 
cuts forming at 8,000 ft. at 
9.30 a.m. The task was called 
Pylon 1, Pylon 2 then open dist
ance North to Walcha. The 
field was away smartly. I flew 
off into the washing machine of 
small 500 up cores, with trees 
rattling on every rock and spent 
half an hour below launch 
before being thrust to 6,000 ft., 
then a bit right further down 
the ridge. I circled and waited 
watching a dozen pilots sink out 
to T.P.1 and then sink out all 
the way back to me. Things 
did not improve, so losing pat
ience I headed to T.P. 1 to sink 
out like everyone else; but 
applying my local knowledge I 
flew past the T.P. half way back 
in the trees to "old reliable" at 
the forester's hut, only to sink 
out more, to ridge height follow
ed by a harrowing tree bashing, 
head wind, back 5 kms. toward 
T.P. 2, where it really was a 
slow but steady 200-to 300-up 
back to a healthy altitude. 
Floating around in final relief 
in a 100-up, glassy smooth mass 
of fleecy lift, I observed Dan
iel, (I've got a camera now), 
Scott and Mark (I've been to 
every competition lately) New
land, flew in below to climb 

within 1,000 ft. before heading 
north across the tree line onto 
the 3,000 ft. A.S.L. plateau tcr 
ward Walcha. "You've been too 
slow and this is silly anyway", 
I said, (irresponsible competi tion 
organisers perogative decision). 
I knew these' N.W. drift, high 
cloud base days were rare and 
it was possible to cross the 
Great Divide to Tamworth and 
beyond should I be lucky, on a 
day such as thi~ 

Shunning T.P. 2 and knowingly 
limiting my flight score to 12 
kms. I thought my luck would 
be increased several fold with 
two of the best pilots below me 
to show the way. I took the 
path to what could be greater 
glory. 

I soon learnt even the best 
pilots don't find thermals that 
aren't there so I was left some 
15 kms. later in a bubble with 
'Horse' (who'd been circling 
there for two hours) over Now
endoc at 1,000 ft. A.G.L., while 
Mark, then Danny landed. 
Danny did six nice circuits of 
the General store at roof height 
to see if it was open and what 
brand of Beer and corn chips 
were on sale. 

Upon landing, Bruno (I'll drive 
a million miles to fly) Wright 
and Ricky Martin were seen to 
fly over with several thousand 
feet. Jim (new boy to watch) 
Simpkin got past unseen to cov
er 77 kms. of the course with 
Bruno. Rick told of cloudbase 
at 10,400 near the Topdale Turn
off to Tamworth, (it drops off 
3,000 ft. in 20 kms. west of 
here) and then striking a Nor
easter further ahead, landing at 
95 kms. 

Launch ;1[0.1. 

Day 3: 

Began with Daniel on Olympi c 
score 5, Rick 6, '3runo 7, Mark 
10, Richard Heffer (who is this 
man?) 10, Rob DeGroot (I'm 
always there at the end) 10 also. 

Task: a magic continuous tri
angle with T.P. 3 across the 
Valley on Cooplacurripa Mount
ain (how appropriate, 3nd good 
suggestion Danny) a 50 kms. cir
cuit. 

A minor delay (no relation to 
Mike) was caused when the 10 
o'clock FAt8 Hornet low nav. 
flight blasted through at 500 ft. 
below launch. 

William town was most under
standing and after convincing 
the officer on duty of the fact 
that yes we really could fly to 
8,000 ft. in a hang glider, he 
said "go for it" and suggested 
we ring flight service at Coffs 
Harbour more regularly. 

I now realise this to be a nec
essity despite the non existent 
air traffic at Cooplacurripa and 
the usual weekend's-off airforce. 

We were again treated to an 
8,000+ ft. convective layer with 
Craig (I can only make it on 
Monday State Compo Organiser) 
Worth and I, taking off late and 
last at 12.30. We made an 
event of it with Craig showing 
me the way as he often does. 

Daniel, (here's my film now) 
Scott showed his consistent 
class to fly 42 kms. to win the 
day and the competition. 

Wilf (I can really make this Met
eor 190 fly) Alley scored a cred
itable 37 kms. on 2nd. place for 
the day after scorIng nil on day 
2. 

The final result was prepared 
for the presentation within the 
half hour after the meathead 
made a river crossing and a 
mercy dash back to camp. The 
self scoring system was working 
at last. 

After the usual but important 
"thank you's" and a X-C league 
presentation to Russel Duncan 
on behalf of his brother Rick, 
and to Phil Moyes on behalf of 
his brother Steve, the major 
trophy was presented. 
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How does such an Incredible 
weekend of weather occur? I've 
enclosed the relevant maps to 
explain why. 

Photographic Turnpoint evidence 
was collected from contending 
pilots for both trophies. All I 
can say at this stage is that 
Richard Heffer takes excellent 
turnpoint photos. My predict
ion is many a fine pilot will 
meet his downfall in future com
petitions on turnpoint photos 
alone. 

The Encouragement Award (a 
hand-made original much more 
appealing than the "big one") 
was awarded to George Smith 
who consolidated 8th. place with 
some fine flying on all days. 

To top things off the pilots had 
"filled the hat" with a $100 don
ation to the local school (enrol
ment 14). An excellent P.R. 
exercise as we had flown off, 
landed on and camped on priv
ate property all weekend, (and 
where do you suppose those kids 
came from?) 

Positive Press and radio pub
licity appeared by Wednesday, 
some of which accompanies this 
article. 
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Adrian Sutton at Launch No.1 

John Richie 

take off at 

prepares for 

Launch no. 2. 



FINAL TOP 20 AMMENDED STANDINGS WERE: 

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Total Place 

Daniel Scott 1 4 1 6 1 

Rick Martin 5 1 3 9 2 

Rob DeGroot 4 6 4 14 3 

Bruno Wright 6 2 7 15 4 

Wendel Judd 8 9 3 20 5 

WlIf Alley 3 16 2 21 6 

Chris McDonald 3 13 5 21 6 

George Smith 11 5 6 22 8 

Forrest Park 9 6 8 23 9 

Richard Heffer 4 6 18 28 10 

Mark Newland 7 4 18 29 11 

Colln Barry 11 4 15 30 12 

Bob Barnes 16 15 4 30 12 

Mike Delay 11 8 11 30 12 

Jim Simpkin 11 2 18 31 15 

Phil Noel 13 6 12 31 15 

John Heymans 21* 3 8 32 17 

Gary Hazel 19 6 8 .33 18 

Joe Scott 10 12 12 34 19 

Dave Petrie 10 7 18 35 20 

Rolf Muller 17 10 8 35 20 

Allan Tolley 17 10 8 35 20 

* DId not fly day 1. 
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Accident 
Report 

A TOWING EXPERIENCE 

By Trevor M. Pearson 

"It's going to lock out!" flashed 
through my mind, as vainly I 
tried to make the thing respond. 
I was being t0wed in fairly 
gusty but reasonable conditions. 
On taking off I yawed but man
aged a safe - (by safe I mean 
competent) parting from earth 
to air. Started by the initial 
yaw myself and the glider began 
to oscillate; at a few hundred 
feet the oscillation became 
uncontrollable; at about four 
hundred feet it was time to 
abort. 

I reached for the release cord 
and pulled vigorously. With re
lief I felt the pressure on the 
glider decrease and the tow 
line fall below me. The glider 
turned with oscillation to the 
right, so I pulled the bar in and 
carried the turn through. I had 
planned to carry ·the turn 
through 3600 back into the 
wind, but speeded by a down 
wind gust the turn was elon
gated. With the wind at such 

velocity I had to get back into 
the wind to land. So I pulled 
the bar in and initiated a turn, 
no response; I pulled the bar 
in further and once again 
initiated a turn, this time 
thank God - the glider turned 
back into the wind, at the same 
time though I lost more height 
than I expected. On my left hand 
side against a fence, stood a 
tree, a large Gum tree. I seem
ed to be drifting out of the turn 
and towards the - getting larger 
every moment - Gum tree. I 
tried to tighten my turn, no re
sponse, I tried again, still no 
response. Too late, at this 
moment the realisation of hitting 
the tree hit me! Time slowed 
as my mind worked overtime, 
I seemed to have plenty of time 
to think; before impact curl up 
in the "A" frame came to my 
mind. A moment later "BANG! ... " 
me, the glider and the tree coll
ided. 

Like some huge Christmas tree 
stood the Gum, with the glider 
as the white fairy atop; -(my 
glider is white). Through the 
combination of ape like, tree 
top agility, of Nigel Godard and 
Phil Groom; organizational 
skills of Brain Body and not for
getting the entire tow rope -
which appeared to hang from 
the tree like spaghetti - the 
glider and myself separately 
parted the company of that 
accommodating tree. 

Wayne Collison demonstrates 
how to avoid cowpa ts. 
3ceni c Lookout, Newcastl e NSW. 
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PA[][]lJCTS 
HANG GLIDER TOWING SYSTEM 

KING COBRA AERO TUG 

Advanced Aviation in the U.S.A 
have recently developed an 
improved type of Hang Glider 
towing system. Although first 
demonstrated many years ago 
with a Pterodactyl ultralight, 
aero tows have not yet been 
developed to the stage where 
many hang glider launches are 
by aero tow. Advanced Aviat
ion have fitted their heavy duty 
King Cobra ultralight with a 
water cooled 65 hp. engine and 
fitted the hang glider under tow 
with a new form of speed trim 
system to enable the towing to 
be completed with safety. The 
Australian agen, t Ultralight 
flying Machines, plans to intr<r 
duce this towing system to 
Australia early in the new year. 
The King Cobra towing system 
has been well tested with over 
100 practice tows including pub
lic displays at the Lakeland 
show and at the Huston Astr<r 
dome. (Yes, they demonstrated 
a towing flight at the Astro
dome! See the front page of 
the August issue of Glider 
Rider). 
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IPHIL[S57 3010[ ~~e 
ITAEVOAI3sB 29021 H.A.NG GLIDING 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 
I PO BOX 162·.1 VVAVEALEV.! NSVV 202~1 

POD HRRNESSES .. (high comfort/low drag) .... $370 
BRCKPRCK HRRNESSES.(cuslom colours) ..... $295 
HELMETS .......................................••..••..... $ 50 
RIR SPEED INDICRTORS ............................. $ 30 
RLTIMETERS (0-4500m).(DOA requiremenl)$ 28 
HRNG LOOPS most sizes ....••..........•...••...• $ 10 
UPR I GHTS Probe/Foil/Gyro(Mars/GTR .......... . $ 25 
HRND FR I R I NGS ..........•.•...•....................... $ 30 
TOW BRIDLES •. (6mm preslrelched rope) ........ $ 30 
URR I OS - lhe beautiful new Hummingbird V J 12 , 
lhe Ruddock vario/digital altimeler or lhe Afro XC 

for lhose who wanllhe BIST ................. from$295 
PRRRCHUTE S .................................... from$280 

THE AIRSPACE SURVIVAL KIT 
This compaclkil1S mils own walerproof bag 
11 fl1S e8S11y ml0 any small harness pocket . 
11 '\ve1gh:: < 1 kg and con lams more lhan 1 S 

1tems . . .. " .. ' $ 45 
Basic kit only . $ 29 

AIRSPACE T-Shirts 

Sloppy -..Joe's 
$ 11 
$ 20 

Borg Pile Flying -..Jackets $ 75 

•• plu~ all c<!!trnping <!!tnd 

mountaineering equipment 

at competitive prices, Try us. 

GYRO B ~40/'1BO/'1BO $; '1750 

2 person set-up ... 2min 37sec I safe, effortless handling ( light weight, good sail design) 
I eaSIer take-offs ( light weight, short span, neutral static balance) 
We bave used GYRO 2 1 {)O and 180s around S 1500 . Try it before you buy it!! 

FOIL ~35/'155/'1B5 \7IYit:h 

speed bar 
$2'150 

The transition between intermediate glider and high performance glider is easy 
Almost all pilots say that the FOI L handles better than theIr intermediate glider III 

And as a basic FOI L outperforms every other basic H.P.model in Australia .. 
you can fly a )001 L and get THE BEST 0)0 BOTH WOR LDS ! 

We have used but virtually new Foils from $ 1700 too . 

WITH EVERY GLIDER BOUGHT THROUGH AJR4.~.::j(T YOU GET ' 
AN ALTIMETER, A SPARE UPRIGHT and an AJR4.~.::j(T T-SHIRT ..... . FREE 

... we always have good used gliders from S 1000 . 

PHONE US ANYTIME. TO ARRANGE A TEST-FLY ... OR JUST FOR A CHAT. 



nsw 
G.T. 170 (P.R.3) 

Orange and white u.s., orange and 
yellow keel pocket, orange i.e. Good 
condition, tight sail. 

$1,300.00 

Phone: Harry (042) 96 7796 

MARS 150 & 170 (P.R.1) 

U.N.S.W. Hang Gliding Club needs to 
sell these two gliders to make way 
for new ones. Both are less than one 
year old and have been lovingly main
tained. 

$1,300.00 each. 

Phone: Trevor (02) 398 2902 

SKYTREK PROBE II 175 (P.R.3) 

Tight surf cote yellow, blue and white. 
Flatter bottom profile and foam-backed 
Mylar L.I.E. inserts for efficiency at 
speed. V.B., speedbar. One of only 
four "Buffalo speci~ls" made. 

$1,300.00 

Phone: Steve (02) 412 4191 (home) 
(02) 235 4596 (work) 

SKYTREK GYRO 180 P.R.1) 

Black L.I.E. gold and yellow. 
and airframe in good condition. 

$1,200.00o.n.o 

Phone: steve (02) 4124191 (home) 
(02) 235 4596 (work) 

PROBE I: P.R.3 

Sail 

Good condition. Fully sleeved x-bars. 
Flies well. 

$750.00 

COLVER VARIO 

Good condition. 
$100.00 

Phone: Colin (02) 398 8737 (a.h.) 
(02) 269 2941 (b.h.) 
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MOYES G.T.R. 162-VG (P.R.4) 

model. Green leading edge, 
undersurface, white mainsail. 
tubing, speed bar, sandwich 

Current 
yellow 
Faired 
mylar. 
Excellent 

Recently factory tuned. 
condition. 

$1,650.00o.n.o. 

MOYES BACK-PACK COCOON: 

Suit pilot 6'1" to 6'3" or two 
dwarves. 

$150.00 

Phone: Bernie (02) 799 4770 (a.h.) 
648 5477 (b.h.) 

MARS 170 .(P.R.1) 

Blue and white. Great condition. Absol
ute bargain. Sacrifice sale. Must sell. 

$850.00 

Phone: Bob Barnes (065) 54 0416 

P.A. COCOON WITH 'CHUTE 

Orange and green, suit pilot 5'11". 
Has had very little use. 

$400.00 

Phone: Graham (042) 67 4970 

U.L.F.S. SWIFT 170 (P.R.3) 

Light and dark blue. Good condition. 
$400.00 

Phone: Graham (042) 67 4970 

TRIKE 

Single seater. 250 cc. Robin motor. 
New catto prop. excellent condition. 

$1,400.00 
o.n.o. 

Phone: Greg (063) 31 3875 

FLEDGE 3 (P.R.3) 

Good condition. Would cost over $4,000 
to replace. 

$1,700.00o.n.o. 

Phone: Greg (063) 31 3875 



LOST: ---
2 brand new leading edges for Magic. 
$20.00 reward offered for return. 

Phone: Arthur (02) 682 0426 (work) 
( 02 ) 63 3947 ( home 

after 10 p.m.) 

PROBE II 175 (P.R.3) 

Dark blue, light blue and white. 

MOYES MARS 150 (P.R.1) 

Brand new flown once! ?urple and 
gold trim. Excellent condition. Hel
met included. Suite person ten and a 
half stone or under. 

$1,300.00 o.n.o. 
(Save $500) 

Phone: Kris (02) 810 4291 

Excellent condition. MOYES G.T.170 (P.R.3) 
$1,300.00 o.n.o. 

G.T 170 (P.R.3) 

White tempercoat, gold and white. Flies 
well. 

$1,200.00 o.n.o. 

Phone: Chris (042) 94 2545 

G.T.170 (P.R.3) 

Excellent condition. Never left Stan
well Park. Blue and white with black 

leading edge. 
$1,100.00 

Phone: Kieran (042) 94 2645 

MOYES METEOR 170 (P.R.3) 

All red. Good condition. Flies nice. 

MOYES METEOR 190 (P.R.3) 

Royal blue and orange. This glider won 
the 1982 Nationals. Very good condit-

Surfcote L. E. , V. B. Low hours 
blue/white. This late model G.T. has 
all the features of the G.T.R. includ
ing radial cut sail. Absolutely as 
new condition. Cost $1,900.00. Will 
sell for -

$1,350.00 

MEGA MAJOR 190 (P.R.1) 

Larger glider with excellent sink rate 
for the heavier pilot. Good condition 
for age. Mylar inserts. Very cheap 
at $500.00 for quick sale. 

MOYES MARS 170 (P.R.1) 

Orange/white, two years' old. Ex
student's first glider. Recently over
hauled. Flies well. 

$950.00 

Phone: Brian (042) 94 2976 

ion. Must sell both gliders, make an MOYES MARS 170 (P.R.1) 
offer and you could get a bargain! 

Phone: Chris (065) 59 9772 

MOYES MISSILE 180 (P.R.3) 

Good condition. Red and white. 
$800.00 

or swap for Mars. 

Phone: Bob Cox (065) 83 5069 

GYRO 180 (P.R.1) 

Rainbow and white, top condition, inc. 
spare upright. The perfect beginner's 
glider. 

$1,300.00 

Phone: Peter Hansen (049) 71 2330 

Dark blue/light blue/white. 
condition. 

Phone: Norm (02) 958 2190 

As new 

PROBE 175's, MARS 170's, MARS 150 
for sale. 

Phone: Forrest (02) 450 2186 

SABRE 177 (P.R.4) 

White with hot pink L.E. 
V. B. Other extras. What 
A great glider. 

$1,550.00 

Speedbar, 
can I say, 

Phone: Michael Bristow (049) 52 4856 
after 8.15 p.m. Mon.-Fri. 
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USED GLIDER SALE. 
PRO BE II (P.R.3) bl ack/ green. $1200 
PROBE II (P.R.3 ) Black/ rainbow. $1000 
GYRO I 160 (P.R.l) Green/ white. $1400 
SABRE 177 (P.R.4) 3 to choose from: 

$1200 

MARS 170 (P.R.1) Blue/ white. $1100 
GYRO 180 (P.R.l) Green/black/white: 

$1000 

STREAK 180 (P.R.4) Yellow/ rainbow: 
$1400 

GYRO I 180 (P.R.l) Red/rainbow 
SABRE 155 (P.R.4) Red/white 

$1600 
$1300 

Phone Alan Tolley: (042) 942 052. 

MARS 170 (P.R.l) 

Excellent cond~tion. 
buy. 

Fly before you 

$1,300.00 

or -
GYRO II 180 (P.R.l) 

Perfect condition. Two months' old. 
Fly before you buy. Save $300 on new 
price. 

$1 , 450.00 

or -
MEGA II 190 (P.R.l) 

Good condition. Flies well. 
$700.00 

Phone: Phil at Airspace (02) 957 3010 

qld 

STOLEN 

from North Queensland. Reward for in
formation leading to the recovery of 
a WHITE SABRE 177 in new, red glider 
bag. Small patches on left-hand 
leading edge. If sighted please con
tact Steve on: 

(079) 46 6350 (a.h.) 
(079) 46 6218 (b.h.) 
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PROBE I (P.R.3) 

Red and white. Excellent glider for 
pilots who prefer a light glider for 
those long X-C flights. Selling to 
make way for new Foil. Excellent con
dition and complete spare A-frame. 

Phone: Garry (08) 381 6732 (a.h.) 

ONE MOYES MISSILE (P.R.3) 

In good condition. Looking for a new 
owner. MUST SELL. Make a ridiculous 
offer. 

Phone: Peter (08) 46 5647 

wa 
WANTED 

Supine Harness or preferably a pattern/ 
design instructions to make one. 

Laurie Linneweber, 
Box 145, 

Karratha. 6714 

Phone: (091) 85 3822 

MOYES MARS 170 (P.R.1) 

Excellent condition. 
Blue L.E., yellow M.S., white T.E., 
blue keel pocket. Mylar inserts. 

$1,200.00 

Phone: Ken (057) 93 1385 (a.h.) 
(057) 93 7458 (b.h.) 

MOYES G.T.S. 170 (P.R.3) 

White top surface, yellow undersur
face. This glider is in good condition 
and flies well. Includes two spare up
rights, pitch connection, batten pro
file and factory manual. First to see 
will buy for only -

$980.00 

Phone: Ian (03) 555 4810 (a.h.) 
(03) 762 8292 (b.h.) 

RADIOS - REALISTIC TRC208 - 2 only. 

5 watt, 6 channel, Nicads, Chargers, 
Quarter-wave trailing aerials. 

$125.00 each. 

BOOM MIKE SET 

Remote switch. 
$40.00 

Phone: Ian O'Niel, (03) 877 1440 (a.h.) 

CAR ROOF RACK SYSTEM: 

Includes front and rear supports, all 
fully foam padded and designed to 
carry up to three gliders in real com
fort. A bargain at only $80.00 the lot 

Phone: Ian (03) 555 4810 (a.h.) 
(03) 762 8292 (b. h.) 

MOYES MISSILE 180 (P.R.3) In very good 
condition, little flown. Selling for 
$700 o.n.o. or swap for Mars or Mega 
in good condition. 

Charles: (02) 587 3747. 

ESPRIT (P.R.4) U.S.R.G.M.A. Certified, 
high performance glider. Reduced to 
clear, value at $1550. 
E.F.5 TRIKE ULTRALIGHT Excellent 
condition, many extras. $2990. 

Stan ~oy: (071) 459 185. 

SUN CITY 
Hang Gliding 

School. 
A SCHOOL FOR THE WEST 

Lessons, Gliders and Accessories. 

from 

Ross (The Atherton Eagle) Duncan 

II Chester Avenue, 
Two Rocks. W.A. 

Tel: (095) 61 1311 
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INTRODUCTORY OFFER: NORMALLY $375 SAVE $85 
Six months of design and testing went into the BULLET CANOPY, backed by 
18 years of Textile Engineering knowledge. 
Weight savings were achieved by using Kevlar line and tapes. 
Bulk was reduced by using a new shaped canopy with improved drag 
allowing the BULLET canopy to have the same descent rate as larger less 
efficient canopies. 
The BULLET CANOPY has the same descent rate as our Back up Chute with 
40% less bulk and weight. (see chart) 

REMOTE DEPLOY KIT 
Also available is our Remote Deploy Kit. This allows you to fit the Bullet 
Canopy into our Remote Mount and gives you two methods of deployment 
with the one canopy. No other Canopy has this option 
Complete Kit wHh mounts and remote release ripcord $175 (save $20) 

*Includes bag and packing, post extra. 
'I, p.r s.c . 

,. "I-------7f 

-z 
u 
;; 
o 20i------,{ 

: 

o so 100 ISO 200 2S0 ~OO ~SO 400 (lb • • ) 

TOTAL 'AYLOAD I UNDU 'AU(HUn) 

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. 
68 WENTWORTH AVENUE. 
SYDNEY. 2010 Ph (02) 211 5655 

Craven Promotions. 
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Straight from the horses mouth. 
Photo of Francis Rogallo and Steve Moyes by Hugh Morton - Grandfather Mountain. 

ttThe Moyes GTR offers world class performance, yet retains an ease of 
operation that should appeal to competition and recreational pilots 
alike. It's excellent sink rate, speed range and comfortable control 
pressures should be attractive to cross country pilots where long 
duration flights are a must. And the landing qualities of this design are 
certain to delight all." 

HANG GLIDING 

Steve is now back in Australia - call into the factory and ask him about 
test flying the amazing GTR 162 VG 

173 BRONTE RD., WAVERLEY, SYDNEY, N.S.W. 2024. (02) 387-5114 


